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ANALYSIS

I

S BRITAIN to be frightened out of history—is Britain to be
frightened out of life itself?
These seem necessary questions after Mr. Eden’s performance this
summer and the subsequent explanations by his left-wing supporters.
The point was put, with its usual naive clarity, by the New Statesman
and Nation, which is revelling in the political Buchmanism of publicly
confessing Britain’s weaknesses. But not unexpectedly there is some
profit for the Left in this self-abasement; it means peace with Russia
at any price—even an Eden price.
But is all this true?—is our situation so desperate? The New
Statesman and Nation ran up the white flag with the following words:
“ Whenever and wherever an imminent danger of general war
emerges, any British Government is bound to exercise restraint of
the U.S., even at the risk of being denounced as an appeaser. For
no British politician of any Party can condone belligerent actions by
an ally which could result within a week in the total destruction of
civilised life on these islands. Our uniquely exposed position forces
us to behave as a nation of ‘ appeasers ’ whenever an international
crisis is permitted to develop to the point where appeasement is
manifestly the only alternative to annihilation.” (10.7.54 article
entitled “ Adenauer Agonistes”).
It is true, as those of our opinion pointed out after the war for
some years without much effect, that Britain’s sheltered position has
gone for ever; the Channel no longer exists in strategic terms. But
is our position so much worse than everybody else’s that we alone
must grovel?—apart from the question whether some Englishmen
might still not prefer dying in an upright position to following Messrs
Eden and Kingsley Martin round the Soviet compound on all fours.
The answer is surely that our position is serious, but no more serious
than that of everybody else. We shall, however, certainly be the
first casualty if we are the first to lose our nerve. It is true that these
crowded islands could probably be finished off quicker by atom
bombs than the countries of the great open spaces like Russia,
China and America. A year or two back our position was rather
?
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more exposed in this respect than any other, but as usual the Left
shoots behind the bird; today the position of everyone is just as
dangerous. “ Dry ” hydrogen bombs, with various additional
devices of suicidal human destruction can do as much, or more,
damage to America and Russia as atom bombs can do to us. The
facts of life have changed before Mr. Kingsley Martin had time to
wake up and get frightened ; in the present pace of things he is
giving himself hysterics in last week. The simple fact is that if the
new weapons are developed and used with full resolution by each
side, all civilisation will be wiped out. This small island might be
a little flatter than the rest, but when everyone is dead it does not
matter if your grave is rather smoother than the others. These are
the facts which are going to prevent another world war unless
everyone goes mad. But there are two ways of going mad ; one
is to start using these weapons and the other is to break the line and
start running. In this situation it is the usual experience of those
accustomed to real events, and dangerous lives, that the first man
to run is the first man to get shot or to lose his life even more
unpleasantly. We well remember the 1914 war — the first time the
Germans used gas at the second battle of Ypres — it was unpleasant
and rather nauseating but not deadly if you held the line and stood
still. Some French Colonial troops on our left took Mr. Kingsley
Martin’s view of things and ran shouting loudly and breathing hard
with the steadily moving gas cloud ; they were mostly dead before
they reached St. Omer, and the rest were shot by a French command
which took a view of the matter that is at present unfashionable.
It is true that the present situation differs because weapons are now
so deadly that they can be destructive to all life, but for that very
reason they will not be used, and the period of paralysis in these
affairs is consequently at hand ; no very grave danger will then
exist for anyone except the man who starts running. The runaway
is in mortal danger because anything can be exacted from him.
Mr. Kingsley Martin is proving the validity of his bite w ire’s most
dubious thesis ; it was Spengler who observed that in a pacifist
world ten thousand armed men could dominate mankind. In a
world of Kingsley Martins, the one-eyed man with a bomb would
be king. To what extent is Mr. Eden’s policy really moved by the
same fears? Is not rather the real explanation of these strange
aberrations that pathological hatred of the Teuton and that latent
tenderness for the Slav which is so often the outward expression of an
inner sense of inferiority in face of the executive tasks of modern life?
4
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We can at least agree with the New Statesman and Nation to the
extent of admitting that a future clash of nations will not be like
the nice, safe old wars in which Socialist politicians signed on as
conscientious objectors when they were young, and sent younger
men abroad to fight in their political quarrels when they were old.
Doctors John and Adenauer ; and the Foreign Office
What part has the Foreign Office played in the gravest scandal of
post-war Germany, the case of Dr. John ? We need not at this stage
look further than Mr. Eden’s own statements and the accounts
which appeared even in the British press. The Foreign Secretary stated
in the House of Commons on 26th July of this year that the British
Government had been consulted about the appointment of Dr. John
to this key intelligence position in which he would hold so many
secrets of the West, including clearly the lives of many people working
for Western government. Mr. Eden stated that the appointment had
been approved because Dr. John had a good anti-Nazi record; this
means of course that he was a prominent figure in the attempt of
July 1944, which, if successful, would have brought the earlier defeat
of his own country and the surer and quicker victory of its enemies.
Mr. Eden is always blandly surprised when the inevitable effect
follows- the usual cause of Conservative ideology. Dr. John has
disappeared as Burgess and Maclean disappeared before him. At
first the attitude of the rulers of Germany was very similar to the
reactions of the rulers of Britain in their case. Denials and evasions
were only broken down by overwhelming proof of treachery; what
liars these men are.
The Daily Express gave inadvertent assistance with the news that
John was a friend of a Russian agent, Putlitz, who is stated also
to be a factor in the Burgess-Maclean case. More important, the
Daily Express underlined the statement of the Foreign Secretary
by informing that “ John was appointed to head the new West
German counter-espionage service after twelve other candidates
for the job had been ruled out by the occupation power.” If they
had first turned down twelve candidates suggested by the German
Government the occupation powers virtually forced John upon the
Germans. And the British Foreign Office must have played the
most prominent part in the matter; John was their man; he worked
for British Government for years after his defection from his own
country. Who were the officials responsible?—Were they by any
chance friends of Burgess and Maclean? Did Mr. Eden give a
J
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decision in the matter? Was he responsible for turning down twelve
other candidates and then accepting John? What a scandal it is
that these real questions are not put in parliament; it is high time
they were. As British government had a particular responsibility
in this matter our relations with America will doubtless be further
impaired by the information also published in the Daily Express
that John had “ just returned from the United States where he dis
cussed with the authorities secret information gained from America
and other allied sources.”
Dr. Adenauer gives a guarantee that National Socialism will not
be revived in Germany; he can do this with some safety because no
one is trying to restore it. Many Germans who previously proved
their sincerity in the fight against communism as National Socialists
are now good Europeans, and have thus passed beyond the old
national creeds. Men in other countries who are serious and reliable
in the fight against communism would naturally prefer them in key
positions to the trash which Dr. Adenauer has imported into German
administration under pressure of the British Foreign Office.
Nanmaim Case Revelation
Further light is thrown by the News Chronicle in an article signed
by Mr. Karl Robson “ who knew him well ” . John had complained
to him that the Naumann case was “ being fumbled ”. It will be
recalled that Dr. Naumann was arrested by the present Civil Service
Chief of the Foreign Office—then High Commissioner in Germany
—Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick, and held in gaol without charge or trial for
some six months, despite a move for a writ of Habeas Corpus on
his behalf. He was then handed over to the German authorities
who subsequently released him. He is now free, and after eighteen
months has not been brought to trial. The News Chronicle corres
pondent continues: “ John complained that the British had not
consulted him before pouncing on Naumann and his buddies ” and
that he “ could have helped to rope them in more convincingly
We do not know what construction Sir Ivone Kirkpatrick puts on
these last words. We do know that some M.P. who cares even for
the remnants of the traditions of British justice should interrogate
the Foreign Secretary in the House of Commons until the truth is
dragged out of the Foreign Office. There have been men in that
assembly whom it would not have taken long, and the time may yet
come when they can fight again. The News Chronicle report of
John’s words concludes with an ingenuousness which is almost
0
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touching: “ I will be sacked from the job the moment the Germans
are masters in their own house again. Just wait and see.” Such
was the valediction of Dr. John. But on second thoughts, he thought
it best not to wait and see. We have often pointed out in these
columns that it is wrong for the occupation powers to instal pro
fessional traitors in key posts in Germany ; men whose chief
qualification for office is that they have already betrayed their own
country in its darkest hour. Is that simple lesson of common sense
learnt at last ? A few questions remain : What will happen to
Mr. Eden’s policy when the Germans are masters in their own
house again — and what will happen to Mr. Eden when the English
decide to be masters in their own house again ?
The Fighting Germans
The British authorities may please by these methods the Germans
whom the allied victory hoisted to a temporary eminence in a
Fatherland which had previously rejected them. But the long series
of silly insults to German honour and pride is not pleasing to the
fighting men in Germany on whom the allies are more and more
driven to rely. The men who had the will and spirit to face the
Soviet hordes are not to be found so much among the politicians of
Bonn and their hangers-on as among men who proved their worth
on the Eastern front in the last war, and among their sons and
successors who have been brought up to revere their memory by
women of fine character who are devoted to a German ideal. Sir
Ivone Kirkpatrick as High Commissioner made himself more popular
in the lobbies of Bonn than in the silent ranks of. the real men of
Germany on whom the hopeful eyes of his political chiefs are now
fixed as potential recruits for E.D.C. In fact all the squawking hens
of those days of spite and folly are now coming home to roost in the
Foreign Office belfry which the bats have had so long to themselves.
It is not wise to trample on a valiant though fallen foe today if you
want him to fight for you tomorrow.
Britain Alone is Responsible
Britain’s permanent absence from Europe—interrupted only by
the sporadic clowning of the Foreign Office on the German stage—
is of course primarily responsible for the disillusionment' and
indifference of many Germans. If Britain went right into Europe as
the essential unifier of the French-German mind and interest a
dynamic union would be born from which all else could follow. But
7
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we must be right in; we must become European and embrace the
European cause. European union is the only hope in reality; but it
is the chief fear in the fantasy world of the old English ruling class.
They dread being mixed up in European causes and quarrels; although
they have inevitably been involved in all recent troubles, after stand
ing apart so long that it was impossible to influence events. In
particular they fear being drawn into the struggle for the return of
the lost German lands and other European territories which were
betrayed to Russia by allied policy at the end of the war. For
reasons which are now being realised even by the slowest that struggle
can never now assume the form of international war; nothing is
gained by the death of everyone. But it will inevitably continue, not
in a military but in a political form, until the lost lands are regained.
English influence can play a decisive part in this struggle, and, if
fully exerted in the cause of Europe, can both win the abiding friend
ship of the real Germans and finally unify our continent. Naturally
the Germans care more about the union of their people than any
thing else. But that is a European cause ; their cause is our cause.
Let us all grant that war in Europe is excluded in the new conditions,
while taking all necessary precautions against accidents. Let us
then affirm that we will never consent to the mutilation of Europe,
that we will never rest in our intensive political struggle until Europe
is a whole and a union. In such faith and determination we shall
gain something more than twelve divisions from the lobbies of Bonn;
we shall win for Europe the will and spirit, of all the German people.
Russia, the West and a General Disarmament
It must be as plain to the Russians as it is to all thinking opinion
in the West that this situation cannot endure. It is temporary,
precarious—dangerous. To resolve it a decisive act is needed; and,
we repeat, that act is disarmament. It is true that war in the West
is very unlikely because the weapons which may be used are too
deadly. But even then two fears exist which no one can dismiss with
certainty. On the one hand the West must fear that if the air arm
is paralysed by mutual dread of reprisal the Russian army will again
be in command of Europe. No one can say with certainty that some
madmen in command of Russia might not then march, on the
speculation that the West would not dare to use the hydrogen bomb
against them. This makes inevitable the rearmament of the West
on land and the courting of Germany to provide the fighting men.
On the other band the fear must exist in Russia that these western
8
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measures will lead in the end to the real rearmament of Germany.
They may then apprehend that some madmen in command of the
West will launch German armies at them again in the gamble that
the Russians in their turn will not dare to use the H bomb for fear of
reprisals. In the latter event the Russians may well anticipate that
German arms with the sympathy, or even with the support of the
rest of mankind, will probably defeat them. Russia may then be
tempted to fight a preventive war. That might compel the West
to stop them at all costs with the H bomb and any horror weapon
which modem science had produced. So is formed the vicious circle
of insanity. Cannot we break it? The means is general disarmament.
There'must be men on each side who are averse to the idea of world
suicide. Why not try? In the interval let us keep our heads. We
are not dead yet, and some of us hope to make a big effort before
we are.
Suez

The realities of the Suez debate turn on the question whether the
Mediterranean and the canal can be open in time of war. In a
period of peace this area is open in any case, whether the British
base exists or not. The possibility of the canal being closed by a few
local bandits is neither a matter that need be seriously considered nor
a menace that the great powers in time of peace would find difficult
to overcome. We come back, therefore, to the question what happens
in time of war, and must study the evidence of the last war in con
junction with subsequent scientific development to find an answer.
The evidence appears to be overwhelming; in the last war the
Mediterranean was effectively closed for some two years, and since
then a weapon has been developed which can blow the whole region
of the canal to smithereens. Why then are we wasting badly needed
manpower and spending millions in holding a route which is open
anyhow in peace and inevitably closed in war? The Conservative
Party has eventually stirred in its sleep and asked itself the same
question; hence these tears over a belated and sorrowful parting
from an untenable, dangerous and ridiculous position. It is a
moment in which we recall loud cries of traitor from a group of
Conservatives during a London speech before the war in which it
was suggested that the Mediterranean could not be a safe route in
the next war and that we should be better occupied in studying the
defence of the Cape route, which was in fact used in that war. Since
then two things have occurred; the abandonment of the Indian
9
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Empire and the hydrogen bomb. It is not much use holding a life
line of Empire when the Empire at the other end of the line has been
given away. It is not only a futile but a dangerous thing to do if the
point at which you hold the line can be blown to pieces. The route
to Australia afid New Zealand round the Cape is in any case very
few miles further; why hold Suez? It appears to be arguments of
this kind that have finally convinced the Prime Minister. But why
have we been clinging so long to this wasp’s nest in the belief that it
was a base ? Even the hydrogen bomb has been developed by the
Americans for some time past, and the atom bomb, which is quite
enough to close Suez, was in use before the end of the last war. Is a
time lag of many years always necessary after the emergence of a
new fact before its recognition by the Conservative Party ? Was it
really necessary to set Egypt and most of the Arab world by the ears,
to incur this huge expenditure and to keep British troops rotting by
the Canal Zone for all those years? To judge from his acts, though
not from his speeches, we might think that the Prime Minister had
only heard of atomic development last month, that he had been
playing Rip Van Winkle since Hiroshima.
New Military Thinking
Messrs. Eden and Head made speeches in Parliament during the
debate on Suez (29.6.54) which were summarised in a surprised and
admiring leading article by the Daily Mail:
“The atomic weapons hiave forced this re-thinking in the ‘ high
brass ’. In face of the nuclear peril troops must be able to
disperse. . . ” etc.
In 1947 a book called The Alternative was published which
contained the following words:
“To win a war the first essential may be to present no target.”
Messrs. Eden and Head before the next phase might read the
following sentence with profit:
“ to conduct a government the first necessity may be to avoid
being seen or located.”
But we should be content if the time lag in Conservative thinking is
reduced to seven year?.
Spy Mania
In the best reasoned article which has yet appeared denouncing
spy mania and advocating complete freedom for scientists Sir
Francis Simon of Oxford argued that the technical knowledge Of
10
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the relevant matters is now so widespread among scientists that more
harm can be done by the precautions of America than by the leakage
of facts which are already known. But he answered himself in one
passing sentence which he compressed into a bracket: “ saboteurs
may play a very important role in, or just before, a future war
In delicate and complex processes it is clear that a few well placed
saboteurs may paralyse tire defensive mechanism of a nation and
prostrate it before its foes. We are the last to shackle scientists
because we believe that free and intimate co-operation between
scientists and statesmen is the best hope of the future. But we
cannot place the nation’s life in the hands of Communists: that is
why we must know wha.. scientists are. In a wider sphere too the
unchecked penetration of Communists into the whole machinery of
Western government—Dexter White in the key position of the
American Treasury, Algar Hiss alone with the President at Yalta,
Maclean in charge of the American department of the Foreign
Office, Burgess at Washington—can in full development practically
take over the state from within. This is a real world; Englishmen
must grow up, even the most eminent.
EUROPEAN.

E FACTS
b y KENNETH FISHER
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ROFESSOR C. D. DARLINGTON is one of our most eminent
geneticists. In his book The Facts o f Life1 he seeks to interpret
the entire sum of human history and politics, what man has
achieved, what he is and what he ought to do, in terms of his own
branchof biology.
This is not just the great man’s after-dinner relaxation: for a
re-interpretation of human thought in terms of modem genetic
discoveries is already overdue. Other branches of human thought,
i George Alien & .Unwin, 35/h
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and notably the P.P.E. branches—philosophy, politics and econo
mics—have consistently ignored genetics. And it is just these
disciplines which must now take account of the science if they are to
conect their mistakes and register any further advance. Professor
Darlington reaffirms the genetic element in human affairs in a book
which is readable yet profound, authoritative yet witty, in which
scientific soundness does not exclude originality, which is indepen
dent, daring and honest.
Before summarising the genetic picture as it is seen by scientists
today, the professor outlines the history of his subject, going at some
length into the old erroneous theories and superstitions in order to
show how prevalent these wrong ideas still are. The modem view is
that the nucleus of every cell contains a large number of genes or
self-perpetuating protein particles, which are organised into larger
bodies called chromosomes. These genes determine the development
of the cell and of the organism of which the cell forms a part. The
chromosome sets in each cell of an organism correspond exactly to
each other and to the original set which came together at the fertili
sation of the egg or seed at the beginning of the organism’s life.
The egg received half of this original set from the father and half
from the mother: thus the genes, which determine development, also
determine heredity. So heredity and development both arise from
material particles that are predictable in their effects and have been
seen under the microscope, not from a non-material life force or
racial will, nor yet from the direct intervention of God. And every
phenomenon so far observed can be explained on this basis. I t is
the action of the complement of genes in a fertilised egg which will
cause it to grow into a frog rather than a fish. Every characteristic
that is innate in an organism is determined by the genes and thus
inherited, and characters acquired during life and not genetically
determined can never be transmitted to the offspring.
In this sense heredity is rigidly determined. What is not deter
mined is which of its genes an individual will transfer to its progeny;
and this is how we get the paradox of hereditary differences between
children of the same parents.
The old views were various, and Professor Darlington’s account
of them is entertaining. There were for instance schools of thought
that believed all heredity came from the father or that all came from
the mother: spermists and ovists, as they were called, had a lively
controversy throughout the eighteenth century. But what most
views had in common was the belief that heredity was at least
12
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partly non-material and thus subject to non-material or magic
influences. And of course morality, even religion, came into it:
what happened was what ought to happen. Shaw’s vitalism is a
modern example of such a belief. This stems from Lamarck, who
early in the nineteenth century was one of the first men to propound
a theory of evolution. Lamarck believed that evolutionary change
occurred through the transmission to posterity of characteristics and
habits acquired during life—one example being that the giraffe has
come by its long neck through generations of straining to reach the
branches of trees. Shaw in Back to Methuselah predicts a much more
spectacular change in mankind; certain men and women quite
suddenly find themselves living to the age of three hundred—because
the Life Force requires it for the further development of their species.
In Shaw the motivation is given by the Life Force, in Lamarck
directly by the will of God, but both these concepts are similar in
being non-material.
Professor Darlington says, and his opinion carries conviction as
well as authority, that modem science has no need of any kind of
vitalism: it explains all the facts of life by the genes and their
behaviour.
But when we come to apply modern genetics to man, there are
powerful deterrents to taking too much account of it. For, if we
are to believe Professor Darlington, the genetic element in human
nature is disconcertingly important. We know that a man’s physical
characteristics and appearance are very largely inherited: that is a
matter of observed fact. But so are his mental capacities and charac
ter ; so also (the hardest pill to swallow) his moral characteristics—for
example, criminal tendencies are genetically determined—and all this
must narrow very significantly the scope of our cherished free will.
Looked at in one way, the fertilised egg is a strait-jacket from which
we can never escape throughout our existence.
But a greater obstacle to general acceptance of modern genetics is
the fact that it would—and, we hope, will—entail a fundamental
revolution in current thought on psychology, sociology and political
economy. For almost all thought on these subjects today and all
practical application of them is directed to improving man’s environ
ment. Either it is thought that man is actually perfectible if his
environment is perfected, or at any rate that an improvement in his
circumstances will bring him as far as he can be brought. Freudian
psychology relates all mental disorders to events in the patient’s past,
that is to his environment, and ignores the possibility of their being
13
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innate and therefore incurable. Sociology applies analogous
theories to nations, classes and communities. The social scientist,
as Professor Darlington points out, “ has . . . come to take his stand
on the view that groups of human beings differ in culture which has
been handed to them through the accidents of education. People of
different cultures do not differ, according to him, in genetic charac
ter
at least as far as their mental capabilities and peculiarities go.
And politics throughout the world is working on the theory that all
men have the right, the duty and the capacity to advance—that is, to
adopt Western European political theories and institutions—
ignoring the possibility that they may be genetically unlike Western
Europeans.
If we admit a large genetic component in man’s mental make-up
we are denying the psychiatrist much of his power to cure and
improve us. We are forcing the sociologist to admit that the advance
of mankind beyond a certain point demands an improvement, not
in environment, but in heredity. We are drawing the politician’s
attention to what in political circles has almost become a rude word
—race.
Belief in the perfectibility of mankind through environment alone
has long been cherished in liberal and left-wing quarters. In
particular it is part of Marxist doctrine ; and of course such a belief
is all the more pleasant if it is given a helping hand by a little vitalistic
magic. Soviet biology, under the lead first of Michurin and now of
Lysenko, has come to assert—without acknowledgment to Lamarck
—that an experimenter can modify and improve the heredity of
plants by changing their environment. Professor Darlington gives
an amusing account of how Michurinism grew up through a
combination of sloppy experimenting with deliberate fraud. So
while in the West most thinking outside genetics is permeated by a
woolly kind of vitalism, behind the Iron Curtain vitalism has con
quered genetics itself.
This gives us the opportunity of developing a political ideology in
opposition to Marxism that would be as firmly based on twentiethjentury science as Communism is on that of the nineteenth century
t would aim at the advance of the human race by scientific methods
>f breeding.
Now, if Professor Darlington is correct in the value he places on
jenetics, it would seem axiomatic that it is at least as desirable to
,pply scientific principles to human breeding as to use modern
echniques for anything. But before humanity can improve itself
14
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on these lines it must overcome the immense prejudice that has been
built up against “ racism ” as having been part of Nazi doctrine.
The crimes committed by the Nazis have prevented their ideas from
being objectively considered, and the gas chambers have apparently
been thought to provide an excuse for slovenly thinking.
Where Nazism went wrong was not in recognising differences
between races but in its concept of absolute racial superiority. As
Professor Darlington says: “ When we ask whether one woodman’s
axe is better than another we mean betteT for. felling trees . . . But
when we compare men or different groups of men the implication
that the men are to be used for a particular purpose is not under
stood. Indeed, unless the men are slaves, the purpose is partly
within the power of the men themselves to decide and cannot be
decided by others in advance.” He goes on to say that the strength
of the United States is partly due to division of labour between
different racial groups and states: “ The assumption of a genetic
basis for race and class differences provides the evidence, the only
scientific evidence, in favour of racial tolerance and co-operation....
The future of mankind rests with those genetically diverse groups,
whether races or classes, which can practise mutual help and show
mutual respect.” This, it is well known, the Nazis signally failed to
do.
Their notion of absolute superiority was not only unreasonable in
itself: the impossibility of providing a simple answer to the question
“ superiority for what purpose?” or of stating in intelligible terms
what the superiority consisted of led Nazi genetics into an impasse
from which it could only emerge by resorting to vitalistic supersti
tions. Emotion superseded reason, as indeed it had preceded it; for
Nazi theory was not bom in the brains of middle-class intellectuals
but in the feelings of the populace. Perhaps no great movement of
modem times has been so exclusively popular in origin.
All this is the bath-water of Hitlerism, and we can well do without
it. But let us save the baby. The Nazis were the first people to
apply genetic principles to government, to encourage some people
to reproduce and discourage or prevent others. And while we need
not agree with the yardsticks used for determining desirability or
with the methods used for securing the levels of reproduction
required, it is certain that this represented a great and necessary
innovation.
Changes in the nature of a species occur through the action of
natural selection on available genetic variations. This is how man
15
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has attained his present place in nature. But genetic progress cannot
continue in this way under civilised conditions, for civilisation makes
the environment so favourable that many individuals survive and
reproduce who in nature would have been eliminated. This leads to
the progressive deterioration of the stock and, after a few generations,
to the downfall of the civilisation: and this is the true reason why all
civilisations contain the seeds of their own ruin. It is also the basis
of Spengler’s observation that each “ culture ”, a few centuries after
attaining “ civilisation ”, must perish. What might be called the
genetic momentum of the culture is built up during the hard times
of its “ prehistoric ” period, kept up during its early stages by the
still challenging conditions prevailing then and perhaps given added
impetus by genetic admixture from outside. When at the megalopolitan stage mankind has really “ got Nature taped ” , the momen
tum subsides; for he proceeds to ensure the survival of the unfit to
such an extent as to cause what is in historical terms a rapid genetic
decline.I2 A contributory factor is the general intermarriage which
occurs in the melting-pot of the great city. For if a society, as
Darlington says, depends for its efficiency on the interacting func
tions of groups of people of different genetic constitutions, the ran
dom amalgamation of these groups which occurs when people are
transplanted into towns and detached from their traditions reduces
the efficiency of the society. So a homogeneous, undifferentiated
population is again created; and after the inevitable destruction of
an effete civilisation, the fittest of that population survive as un
differentiated fellahin. And man is back where he started.
The megalopolitan stage, which on the whole we in Europe and the
United States have now reached, can be called the great crisis in
human progress. It is the watershed beyond which up till now no
civilisation has advanced and beyond which no civilisation can ad
vance without renewing its genetic momentum through artificial
selection. If within the next generation or so we can begin to exer
cise the necessary genetic control over ourselves, the human species
will scale heights such as the wildest science fiction fantasist has
never dreamed of. If not the West will go the way of all civilisations
before it. Professor Darlington has fired the first shot in the battle
for our survival.
I Darlington points out that the same effect can be noticed on a smaller scale
in the fairly rapid degeneration of many aristocracies. An established upper class
can largely dictate its own environment and ensure the survival and reproduction
o f its weaker offspring.
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THE PISAN CANTOS
III. THE

OXFORD EPISODE

by ALAN NEAME
The annotated text o f the Oxford Episode is printed at the end o f
this study.
HE MANDARINS of Anglo-American letters—those writers
who address themselves to a hyper-literate readership—are by
now so well established in our literature that we often tend, mis
takenly, to think of them as native Englishmen who have adopted
transatlantic mannerisms. Trying to fit them into a tradition of our
own, we overlook the fact that they are fully fashioned to a different
tradition already. The respect with which Henry James conducts
his meticulous investigation of upper-class society, the eclecticismand
culture-snobbery that characterise the verse of T. S. Eliot and Ezra
Pound, do not impress the English reader perhaps as much as they
should. For every sigh of admiration, there is a rude person to
exclaim: So what ? We learned all this at school 1 But if we remind
ourselves that these writers, expatriate though they may be, are
Americans born and bred; that the subconsciously postulated public
of any writer, however much he may have adapted himself to another
society, remains a public composed of his own countrymen; and
even more important, that the expatriate is a tourist who has over
stayed his leave; we shall begin to see these writers, not as aberrant
types from the “ courtly ” tradition of Matthew Arnold, Tennyson
and Swinburne, but as high-grade products of a “ popular ” tradi
tion deriving from Mark Twain and Frances Burnett; they work in
a socio-literary tradition of tourism in the Old World.
Henry James is to the tourist as Galileo is to the man who rents a
telescope on the pier. The same principles of exploration, of looking
at distant objects, ate involved, but in the one we have serious science

T
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and in the other vulgar entertainment. The tourism of Henry James
is of quite a different order from the whirlwind tour: Notre Dame—
Louvre—sewers—Versailles—Bois de Boulogne, that ends in a
“ characteristic” nightclub on Montmartre. His is a tourism of
character, conducted with fastidious discrimination and, as befits the
New England genius, with a professed sense of mission. His
practice is the exploration of the mental and emotional attitudes of a
limited social group of Europeans and trans-Oceanics—with a
sprinkling of earls and princesses among them; he is ever the heir
and perfector of the pioneering achievements of Mark Twain and
Frances Burnett. The exploration of such a society, and the fruits
of his experience in that society, were the rewards of his, if we may
allow ourselves the expression, so very sublimated touristic passion;
the conservation forever in super-articulated prose of a society that
even at the securest-seeming moments of his age had the preliminary
glow of the ephemeral about it—this too had its satisfactions. And
then, the declared socio-moral aim of interpreting the two worlds,
the Old and the New, to each other—was not this the final justifica
tion for any Anglo-American comedie humaine ?
I would not give the impression, by writing of Henry James in this
way, that I undervalue either the glory of his syntax or the complete
ness of his observation. My object is no more than to emphasise in
his work those three attitudes of exploration, conservation and inter
pretation that are so essentially the attitudes of the late nineteenth
century tourist on a visit to the Old World—attitudes that manifested
themselves among the vulgar in aristomania, the box-camera (later
to give way to the cine-camera) and the magic-lantern lecture back
home. Henry James is the tourist-nomad turned town-dwefier, but
the tradition in which he was bred still supplies the deeper motivation
for his work.
This nomadic tradition survives in variant forms in the writings
of the two Mandarins of the second generation. The characteristic
attitudes of mind are still sufficiently sharp and observable to prove
that, despite all, the hither side of the Atlantic, far from being
already absorbed and taken for granted, remains to 'a large extent a
cultural mystery, something to be explored, something to be ransack
ed and looted, something to be interpreted to those way back, a
mystery with detachable parts that can be conserved and exported for
reassembly at lecture.
The tourism of Henry James operates within a limited social
milieu. It is conducted with such tact that we may hardly be aware
18
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of it. In the second generation of expatriates, however, tact is at a
discount. There is more than a little suspicion of parade. The
trophies of the Grand Tour are not installed at points of vantage
and allowed to bear silent witness to the taste of die collector. On
the contrary, they are brandished in the visitor’s face. If he cannot
; tell a tessera from a Tanagra figure, so much the worse for him.
‘ So, we find T. S. Eliot concluding his Wasteland with seven consecu
tive quotations in five different languages: from an English nursery
rhyme, the Divine Comedy, the Pervigilium Veneris, El Disdichado,
the Spanish Tragedy and the Brithadaranyaka-Upanishad. Perhaps
it does not matter much if the reader cannot identify the sources,
provided that he can grasp the significant relationship that the poet
wishes to convey. But then again, perhaps the relationship cannot
be grasped unless the reader is familiar with the sources and knows
the whole for which the quotations stand. (Eliot and Pound tend
generally not to use the device of quotation to interpolate an appo
site point from some other source, but to indicate in what source
other apposite matter may be found.) But why does the poet choose
to communicate in this fashion? Of what order is this eclectically
contrived beauty, if not of the idiosyncratic display of Byzantine
ivories and Georgian doorknockers in the cabinet of a provincial
museum? Byzantine is indeed the word, for it was one of the
achievements of Byzantine poets that they were able to construct new
poems by an ingenious choice and rearrangement of lines from the
Graeco-Roman classics. We remember these Byzantine centonists
when we read the early Eliot.
Mr. Eliot’s touristic impulsion has driven him through the litera
tures and religions of the Old World, centonising at first, synthe
sising at last. The Four Quartets are the product of this exploration
and appropriation. We may regard them as the mystic fruit of
touristic genius.
In the work of Mr. Pound, who explicitly associates himself, in
time and intention, with Henry James, the same characteristics
emerge. Mr. Pound says of himself:
“ . . . I try to continue the great Henry’s labours, if not to explain
one nation to another, at least to give them some sort of tip or
of inkling as to why they do not immediately grasp the significance
of following events & explosions . . l

l Retrospect; Interlude 6th December 193S. Polite Essays (1937), p. 131.
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Elsewhere he tells how in his youth he attended the salon of Henry
James in Paris. This may come as a surprise to those of us who still
think of E.P. as one of les jeunes. Young in spirit, young in the
explosive violence of his reaction to stupid and wicked people, yes;
but when James died in 1916, E.P. was already thirty-one. He had
been a lecturer in Romance Languages; he was by temperament a
teacher, imbued with missionary zeal. Although he shared the same
aim as Henry James, his teaching methods were quite different.
While the Master subtilised his lessons into finer and ever finer
circuities, the disciple slammed home his points with the violence of
a demon tennis-player.
On their respective tours of world literature Eliot and E.P. cover
much the same ground, except that where Eliot affects the Vedas
(metaphysics), E.P. substitutes Confucius (practical politics). In
their works, the metaphysics of the one may be said to balance the
politics of the other; but E.P. with wider scope of interest adds to
literature and politics further preoccupations with the visual arts
and the contemporary scene. The Cantos, with their two thousand
proper names set in fragmentary syntax, suggest the jottings of a
Baedecker frantically pressed for time. This sense of working against
the clock, this need to photograph as much as possible before the
aeroplane takes off for the next capital city,or before the bombs begin
to fall in one more European catastrophe (Time is the evil, beloved),
the references to Heracleitus, the indecent speed with which “ lordly
men are to earth o’ergiven,” this desire to conserve from the tooth
of time, is reflected in the urgent a-syntax of E.P.’s style.
E.P.’s tour of the visual arts, hectic and arbitrary though it may
seem, has a definite point of departure. Before roaring off round the
galleries and showpiaces of Italy, he takes a long and thoughtful
stance before The Birth o f Venus by Botticelli. The fruits of his
contemplation are to be seen in the introductory lines of the Oxford
Episode, if more explicitly elsewhere.
For those qualities of Botticelli’s art that attracted and inspired
the poet, we may refer to Walter Pater’s momentous essay of 1870.
In it Pater first brought the genius of Botticelli to the serious attention
of the world.. That E.P. came strongly under Pater’s influence can
be seen from the satirised hero of Hugh Selwyn Mauberley—a
Pateresque dilettante. Ford Madox Hueffer notes that before the
first world war E.P. used to wear “ trousers made of green billiard
cloth, a pink coat, a blue shirt, a tie hand-painted by a Japanese
friend, an immense sombrero, a flaming beard cut to a point, anda
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single, large blue earring.”2 By 1920, the persona of Mauberley was
ripe for expulsion from the poet’s personality; but the theory of
aesthetics inculcated by Pater remained. The Birth of Venus was to
become one of the fields of force in the Pisan Cantos.
Pater ascribes to Botticelli the quality of meditative subtlety.
“ He is above all tilings a poetical painter, blending the charm of
story and sentiment, the medium of the art of poetry, with the charm
of line and colour, the medium of abstract painting . . . . He is a
visionary painter.” And again, in words that may have had a
peculiar significance to E.P. when he read them as a young man:
“ The genius of which Botticelli is the type usurps the data before it
as the exponent of ideas, moods, visions of its own; in this interest it
plays fast and loose with those data, rejecting some and isolating
others, and always combining them anew.” Pater makes much of
Botticelli’s abstract lines, the wan coloration, the whiteness of his
light. It is the art of an artist painting the spirit, and painting in the
spirit; not of a Michel-Angelo painting the passions, in passion;
nor of the post-Raphaelites in fleshliness painting the flesh. Its
affinities lie with Piero della Francesca, of whose Baptism o f Christ
Eliot wrote:
The wilderness is cracked and brown
But through the water pale and thin
Still shine the unoffending feet. . .
with Della Robbia’s “ art in profile” that Mauberley admired;
with the medals of Pisanello and Matteo de’ Pasti; with the basreliefs of Agostino di Duccio.
This apparitional quality, this moment when spirit takes delineable
form without entering the bondage of flesh, is called by E.P. “ the
moment of metamorphosis ”. Such visions of “ fugitive beauty ”
are symbolised in the Pisan Cantos by that episode in the Aeneid
where Venus appears to Aeneas, who only recognises her when it is
already too late. Aeneas stands as a type of the artist striving to
fix the flying minute of beauty, to realise in paint or verse the fugitive
half-tone, the play of dawn light upon a half-seen profile.
When E.P. leaves the Birth o f Venus to appreciate the works of
other masters, he is always in search of such moments of revelation,
when the flesh retires; such artifacts in which the artist has caught the
half-tone, and the characteristic gesture of the spirit.
In his tour of the cafes, restaurants, literary clubs, salons and
coteries of pre-atomic Europe his aim has been the same: to imprison
2 Return to Yesterday, p. 370.
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the flavour of a place, of a period, and so to concentrate it in words
that the flavour will last forever. And so with people, whether long
dead like the troubadours, or his and our contemporaries, he tries to
seize the pose, the gesture, the utterance that resumes the whole
personality, that characterises each man definitively as such a one
and none other. This is another method of doing what Henry James
was doing—compiling the social diagram of an age. E.P.’s diagram
though executed with utterly contrasted technique, is in this sense
the second instalment of James’ work; it continues the “ inter
national theme ” up to the year 1945 when the age came to an end.
E.P., in his exploration of history, is free of the limitations of
space and time; he is free to select, juxtapose and telescope to his
heart’s content those characters and episodes of different cultures
and epochs that best illustrate his conception of significance. When
he comes to drafting the social diagram of his own age, his material
is perforce limited to his own experience. The scope of his survey is
wide;
Spain, Tangier, Venice 1907-8 London 1911-21
England
1908-10 Paris
1921-24
NewYork
1910-11 Italy
1924-45.
Germany is omitted. The majority of figures plotted were or are
people of consequence in politics or the arts; a few there are whose
only claim to celebrity now lies in the problem created by their
presence in the poem.
The social diagram is necessarily incomplete, because the poet
could not be in more than one place at a time. However, the major
problem facing a poet-traveller, the lack of continuity, is overcome
by a telescopic treatment of the factor of time. Groups of experiences,
recorded as apparently contemporaneous, prove on examination to
be composite records extending over a period of years. The Oxford
Episode is a case in point. Examination of the dates shows that
here the poet has impressionistically telescoped the experiences of
ten years to make what appears to be a homogeneous picture of the
University. The effect is vivid, but the picture is composite.
The Oxford Episode is truncated in the English edition. The last
line of the omitted passage sets the time at “ 1910 or about that ” ,
but in fact, apart from the project of the Berlin to Baghdad Railway
which formed a political background to the first fourteen years of
the century, all the dates in the first part of the episode post-date
1910, The Prince of Wales did not go up to Oxford until 1912.
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T. E. Lawrence’s visit to Arabia Petraea took place in the winter
1913-14. Lawrence was in no position to yarn or refuse to yarn
about Mr. Lloyd George and the French Ambassador until after
the Versailles Conference, 1919. Lawrence’s desire to discuss
second-rate modern art was expressed in a letter to E.P. from All
Souls’, dated 1920. His cherished dream of founding a press for the
printing of the greek classics had in 1920 reached the stage when he
considered it opportune to choose a name for the press, at which
point Lowell Thomas ends the famous biography with a picture of
. Lawrence settling down in Epping Forest as a hermit vowed to the
printing of beautiful books.
The Spirit o f Romance, E.P.’s first volume of appreciative writing
and the fruit of his researches into romance literature, was published
in London by Dent in 1910. Doubtless it was as a young transatlan
tic savant that he dined the same year with the President of Magdalen
and bandied quotations with the Revd. Herbert Kynaston, D.D.
The latter died in 1910, in the summer of which year the poet left for
America, not to return to England until February 1911.
But was it the President of Magdalen 7 In P'atria Mia, a mysterious
little work, more tract than book, published in 1950 but claimed as
a republication from 1912, we find another account of this
incident. It is important because it shows beyond question that
E.P.’s opinion on one point at least was ad idem with the literary
judgement of a don. “ The visit to Oxford brought me another
gem, I was seated next a very reverend head of something or other
and someone had just shown him ‘ a new poem, The Hound o f
Heaven, but he couldn’t be bothered to stop for every adjective ’ . . .
That scrap of criticism which touches the root and seed of [Francis]
Thompson’s every defect.”
Now, if Patria Mia were indeed written in its present form in
■1912, the prose version of this incident must be almost contem
porary. In it we find no mention of the President of Magdalen, but
in his place “ a very reverend head of something or other ”. This
cannot then be the President of Magdalen, Thomas Herbert Warren,
M.A., Hon.D.C.L., whose term of office as Vice-Chancellor of the
University was just coming to its dose, for he was never in holy
orders. The only head of an Oxford house to bear the title Very
Reverend is the Very Reverend the Dean of Christchurch, who in
1910 was Thomas Banks Strong, DJD. (app. 1901) who became
Vice-Chancellor in 1913 and later successively Bishop of Ripon and
Bishop of Oxford.
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Was it the President of Magdalen or the Dean of Christchurch who
rumbled Francis Thompson? Trivial enough, forty years after; my
own vote would go to Dr. Strong. And what tourist ever could be
sure of the difference between Magdalen and Christchurch? The
interest lies in the discrepancy. It is indeed impressionism, this
style of E.P.’s, butan impressionism that sometimes grips the author
rather than the reader. He is transcribing his own (hastily gathered)
impressions, not re-ordering ours.
On analysis of the dates of the Oxford Episode we find traces of at
least two separate visits to Oxford, the first early in 1910, the second
in the summer of 1920. The material unaccounted for by these visits"
may well have been retailed to the poet by W. G. Lawrence after he
came down from Oxford in 1913. The adventure of the Prince is a
good dining-out story.
This impressionistic technique, which, despite its occasional slips,
is wonderfully skilful, shows perhaps at its deftest in the portrait of
Lawrence. With what economy Lawrence is caught in his cussedness
preferring to discuss some ill-grasped abstraction rather than those
matters of which he had had singular and firsthand experience!
Or again, that matchless Oxford of learned and witty High-Table
talk. It had takeD twenty years for Francis Thompson’s poem to
reach the attention of the Senior Commonroom(a fact of interest to
the cultural historian) but once the President (?) had read it, the
judgement he gave was unassailable. So near death, the septuage
narian Kynaston, over Sappho and a good dinner, showed a hilarity
and a humanity of which there is no hint in his portrait as Principal
of Cheltenham College, painted stern and godlike some twenty years
before.
To what degree these amiable scholars succeeded in civilising the
undergraduates who attended their lectures on Sappho, Mr. Pound
leaves an open question. The dons themselves were civilised at any
rate. The problem of canalising brute energy, of making culture
seem more attractive to young men than violence, has yet to be solved
not only in Wabash and Oxford, but all over the world. Siki, the
mindless battler, who makes his appearance at the end of the Oxford
Episode, resorted instinctively to violence to solve all problems,
received the adulation of a problem-ridden public, and perished by
violence himself. The mad, bad Senegalese, as he was called by his
promoters, is an incarnation of a common factor in human behaviour,
the instinctive resort to destruction of a problem in preference to
constructive effort towards a solution of the problem. It has been
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commonly observed that declarations of war are greeted with
enthusiasm. There is a sense of relief, an easing of tension; the mind
can throw off the oppressive responsibility of choice, can abdicate
from its task of disciplining man’s lower nature. The jungle man,
the fighting-mad barbarian, ever fretting beneath the skin of civilised
man, receives free licence to run berserk. The objects of his suddenly
released violence prove to be those very things by which civilised
man has attempted to restrain and tame him—the fraternal bond
and the symbols o f cultural discipline. Hence, in Europe, we subject
ourselves with beastly periodicity to the horrors of fraternal warfare,
warfare in which some nameless agency decrees that in the same
city of Frankfurt-am-Main the Goethehaus shall be razed but the
Farbenfabrik shall be spared ; that Monte Cassino and Dresden
shall as non-military objectives be reduced to rubble ; that three
hundred years of cultural endeavour shall lie under permanent
threat
“ at the mercy of a tack hammer
thrown through the roof.”
Thus in The Oxford Episode we find a compressed record of a
voyage of discovery. The sketch map of the returning traveller is
boldly presented; the landmarks of the period, Lawrence, Kynaston, the photographs of Petra and The Hound o f Heaven, are
sharply evaluated, plotted against the co-ordinates of politics and
war, though haste or the lapse of time or outrageous strain has
intruded here or there a petty inaccuracy. This diagram forms
one illustration to the greater record of Mr. Pound’s threefold ex
ploration into Beauty, individual behaviour, and the socio-moral
complex of our times known as our European cultural heritage.
Mr. Pound’s career might be summed up as exploration at high
pressure; his prose works are his interpretation of his discoveries;
the Cantos are the distillation of these, conserved for posterity.
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CANTO LXXIV
Beloved the hours b r o d o d a k tu lo s
as against the half-light of the window
with the sea beyond making horizon
le contre-jour the line of the cameo
profile ‘ to carve Achaia * a dream passing over the face in the half-light
Venere, Cytherea ‘ aut Rhodon ’
vento figure, veni
‘ beauty is difficult ’ sd/ Mr Beardsley

661

665

Lines 661 B.P. remembers the Beloved, as Venus Anadyomene, against the
to 669. light of dawn.
lin e 661. Brododaktulos Eos: “ the celebrated rosy-fingered dawn, properly
hrodo- or rhodo-daktulos. But brodos exists as an Aeloic form, ana
suits E.P.’s metric much better. To rescue colloquial diversity from
the schematising of grammarians is one of the minor aims of the
Cantos.”—Kenner, op cit. p. 216n.
Line 665. Achaia: an epithet of Demeter. The beauty of the Beloved must be
rendered in abstract line and half-tone, not with the generous treat
ment appropriate to the Goddess of fruitfulness.
cf. Firmness,
Colourless
Not the full smile,
Pier Francesco
His art, but an art
Pisanello lacking the skill
In profile
To forge Achaia.
—Mauberley I. w . 2 & 3.
Line 667. Venus: venerated at Cythera and Rhodes. The ethereal beauty of the
Beloved suggests Botticelli’s painting The Birth o f Venus (Nascita di
Venere), Vffizii. Of it, Walter Pater writes: “The light is indeed cold
—mere sunless daw n. . . and you can see the better for that quietness
in the morning air each long promontory, as it slopes down to the
water’s edge.”—The Renaissance, p. 48.
Line 668. If Italian, more properly viene: O come, Ligurian wind! The seawind brings relief to E.P. in sweltering confinement on tbe Pisan
plain. But see also: “ A n emblematical figure of the wind blows
hard across the grey water, moving forward the dainty-lipped shell
on which she sails. . . .’’—Pater, loc. cit.
Line 669. Aubrey Vincent Beardsley (1872-1898) artist. “ I see his art with
more understanding now (1924), than when he lived, for in 1895 or
1896, 1 was in despair at the new breath of comedy that had begun
to wither the beauty that I loved, just when that beauty seemed to
have united itself to mystery. I said to him once, ‘ You have never
done anything to equal your Salome with the head of John the
Baptist.’ I think that for the moment he was sincere when he replied,
‘ Yes, yes; but beauty is so difficult ’.”—W. B. Yeats, The Trembling
o f the Veil, xvi (1924).
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and sdj Mr Kettlewell looking up from a
669a
pseudo-Beardsley o f his freshman composition
and speaking to W. Lawrence, .
“ Pity you didn’t finish the job
while you were at it.”
669e
W.L. having run into the future non-sovereign Edvardus
on a bicycle equally freshman
a.d. 1910 or about that
669h
beauty is difficult
670
in the days of the Berlin to Bagdad project
and of Tom L’s photos of rock temples in Arabia Petra
but he wd/ not talk of
LL.G. and the frogbassador, he wanted to
talk modern art (T.L.did)
675

Lines 669a The italicised lines have been restored from the American edition
to 669h. (New Directions, 1949).
Line 669c. William Lawrence (1890-1915) brother to T. E. Lawrence, came down
from Oxford in 1913; E.P. found his company m ore congenial than
that o f his brother; he was killed in action with the R FC .
Line 659/. The Prince o f Wales (1894- ) later King Edward VIII, went up to
Oxford as a freshman in 1912.
Line 671. The preliminary announcement o f the Baghdad Railway Concession
was made in 1899. The Concession was officially awarded to the
Anatolian Railway Company (backers: the Deutsche Bank) by
Imperial Irada of Sultan Abdul Hamid II on 18th March 1902. At
first, the project was viewed with favour by British statesmen, notably
Joseph Chamberlain, but later was mistrusted as a threat to British
interests and ascendancy in the Persian Gulf and India. By 1914,
it was regarded as an overtly aggressive manoeuvre of the Kaiser’s
to forward the Drang nach Osten at Great Britain’s expense.
Line 672. Thomas Edward Lawrence (1888-1935) called “ of Arabia
with
(Sir) Leonard Woolley surveyed and photographed A rabia Petraea
in die winter 1913-14. The photographs proved o f great value in
Genera] Allenby’s Palestine Campaign.
Line 673. W hat Lawrence refused to tell E.P. about M r. Lloyd George and the
French Ambassador after the Versailles Conference, 1919, we shall
never know; we may suppose it was something like this:
Scene: London 1924.
Clemenceau:
D6s le lendemain de l’armistice je vous ai trouvd
l'ennemi de la France.
L loyd G eorge: Eh bien! n ’est-ce pas notre politique traditionelle7
—G. Cl&nenceau, Grandeurs et misires d'une victoire.
Line 674. In a letter to E.P. dated August 1920(N IN E No. 4), Lawrence rem arks:
“ Of course Joyce can write (and does, just occasionally): you can
(and do): T. S. E lio t. . . perhaps:
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but of second rate, not the first rate
beauty is difficult.
He said I protested too much
he wanted to start a. press
and print the greek classics. . . . periplum
and the very very aged Snow created considerable

676
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hilarity quoting the PHAiNE-T-T-T-TTT-Ai moi
in reply to I’aer tremare

beauty is difficult
But on the other hand the President of Magdalen
(rhyming dawdlin’) said there were
too many words in ‘ The Hound of Heaven ’
a moddddun opohem he had read

685

Line 674 but the people I like are so different, Hodgson: Sassoon: D. H.
Lawrence: Manning: Conrad . . . Surely R. Aldington and W. B.
Yeats are no good?” He was later to revise his opinion of Yeats,
but his assessment of Aldington may yet spoil his royalties. Lowell
Thomas describes Lawrence in his printing press phase: “ One of
Colonel Lawrence’s hobbies is printing books by hand. There are
few things that he likes better than an attractive book, and he had a
valuable library of rare hand-printed volumes. On the edge of
Epping Forest, some ten miles out from London he built himself a
little cottage with an interior resembling a chapel. Here he installed
a band-press, and when he finally finished his Arabian book he made
six copies.”
— With Lawrence in Arabia (1924) p. 397.
One scarcely,knows which to take less seriously: Lawrence’s arty
hobby, or Thomas’s artless style.
Line 680. Herbert Kynaston, formerly Snow, (1835-1910): eminent classical
scholar, one-time Fellow of S. John’s College, Cambridge, sometime
Principal of Cheltenham College; composed in the Creek and Latin
languages with equal elegance. (vide D.N.B.)
Line 681. He seems to me: the opening words of an ode of Sappho.
Line 682. The air to tremble: fragment of a line of Guido Cavalcanti (Sonnetto
7: Chi e questa . ..) as emended by E.P. on the authority of his own
ear and MS Capitolare Veronese c. 824 (Verona):
E fa di clarita Taer tremare.
«
The Italian scholars Carducci and Amone championed the traditional
, reading:
E fa di claritate tremor Tare:
and a fierce critical battle ensued.
Line 684. Thomas Herbert Warren, M.A., Hon.D.C.L. (el. 1885),Vice-Chan
cellor of the University (1906-10), later Sir Thomas Warren, K.C.V.O.
But see divergent account of this in Patria Mia p. 60 (Ralph
Fletcher Seymour, Chicago, 1950)
Line 685. A stylistic trick copied from the streamlined reporting of Time,
The American Newsmagazine: e.g. “ Chou-en-Lai (rhymes Joe ’n Lei)”
(May 10,1954, et passim). Time is mentioned by name in this Canto
at line 312.
Line 686. The Hound o f Heaven was first published July, 1890: republished in
Poems (December, 1892).
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and there was no doubt that the dons lived well
688
in the kawledg
it was if I remember rightly the burn and freeze that the
freshmen
had failed to follow
692
or else a mere desire to titter etc.
and it is (in parenthesis) doubtless
easier to teach them to roar like gorillas
695
than to scan pha Ineta ! moi
inferior gorillas
■ of course, lacking the wind sack
and although Siki was quite observable
699
we have not yet calculated the sum gorilla+ bayonet

Line 690. Cf. Sappho’s Ode to Aphrodite (v. 6) in the free paraphrase of
Ambrose Philips (1711):
Though now he freeze, he soon shall bum,
And be thy victim in his turn.
The freshmen’s titters were perhaps provoked by Dr. Kynaston’s
stammer, or perhaps by their own immodest imaginations.
Line 698. As for Simia: “ There is a large median vocal sac ventral to the
trachea which extends as far as the axilla: it communicates with each
of the ventricles o f the larynx.”—Sedgwick, Zoology, p. 661.
There are no vocal sacs in Man.
Line 699. Louis Phal, alias Battling Siki, the mad, bad Senegalese (1897-1925):
one-time world light-heavyweight champion, stood 5 ft. 11 ins. and
weighed 12$ stone.
After sailing from Europe (1923) for the United States, he caused so
much trouble in New York over the next two years that he became an
object of public alarm. He drank habitually and heavily. A month
after losing to Lee Anderson in Baltimore (he was beaten on points
over 12 rounds), he killed an acquaintance who had presented him
with a liquor bill. “ Siki wanted another drink. He got the house
speciality—but fast. A whole bottle of wood-alcohol. The negro’s
capacity was enormous. H e drank and drank this poison. Towards
the end of the bottle Siki passed out. It was four o’clock of the
morning of December 15, 1925. Siki was carried out of the bar,
dragged along the deserted streets for four blocks, laid gently on the .
sidewalk. A knife appeared. It was laid unlovingly between his
shoulder blades—and Siki the strong, Siki the bad, passed on to his
ancestors.”—Sydney Hull, The Daily Express (September 29,1953).
Line 700. Dr. Aldous Huxley calculated the sum in Ape and Essence (1949).
This treatise on the beast in man opens with the significant words:
*' It was the day o f Candbi’s assassination.”
, *
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A HUNDRED YEARS AGO
by JOHN GIBB
NE DAY last winter, I stood with an unbaptised Englishman
and a Polish Catholic princess outside the Palazzo di
Spagna to cheer the passage of the fifth successor of Pius IX. It
was perhaps the third time since the fall of the Papal States in 1870
that a Pontiff had driven in state through the streets of Rome. On
previous occasions had he not occupied the State carriages of the
House of Savoy? What was, we wonder in passing, the fate of the
State coaches of Pio Nono, who regularly four times a year rode
abroad in his golden chariot and six behind the scarlet equipages of
his cardinals, while regiment on regiment, squadron on squadron
marched and trotted before and after, and the Noble Guards in all
the bravery of silvery cuirass and trailing plumes made a nimbus of
equestrian demigods for the Pontiff’s Jovian advance, as he thundered
onward, the triumphant victor in an apotheosis by Rubens, amid
the silence of anti-clerical Rome. For Pius IX was never cheered
after the flight to Gaeta; Pius XII was cheered all the way, at times
quite lustily.
We read again of an evening reception in the last days of the Papa
Re given by the Princess Doria Pamphilj of that time, in honour of
two newly created cardinals, at the superb rococo edifice her family
still so hospitably occupies today, when to the pealing fanfare and
stirring blare of two military bands, stationed in the Corso, the
State coaches in scarlet and gold with outriders in the same colours
rolled between lines of motionless soldiery all with torches held aloft
to set the dark velvety night of Rome ablaze. Later, under the
spangled chandeliers and in front o f the long gold mirrors in their
elegantly tortured frames, the princess in a low cut dress of pink and
gold, a diadem glittering in her fair hair, found her glory almost
outdone, as she stood to receive her guests, by the new-made princes
of the Church who on either hand burned in the royal dye of empire—
and with undocked trains!
How different the spectacle today a hundred years later. The
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soldiery are there—borrowed from the Republic and clad in khaki.
For the regiments of gold and blue, for the cavalry of black and silver,
scarlet and gold, for the crimson trousered Zouaves, police on motor
bicycles making the progress of the most august potentate on earth
seem to the princess, my companion (her twenty-three years spent
mostly in Siberian prison camps or in exile in the remote and torrid
cities of Asia) like the departure of a Chicago criminal for “ jail
A few forlorn guardie nobili, still in their romantic uniforms,
descend unromantically from mass-produced, cheaply flashy Ameri
can motor-cars. A hundred years ago, in all their finery and on their
coal black steeds they used for fun to jump and re-jump.the ditches
of the Campagna, when the former cavalry officer, Mastai Ferretti,
now Pope Pius IX happily reigning, would rumble over the old road
to Frascati and they cantered at his carriage windows.
And the successor of Alexander VI and of Leo X? The successor
of even the austere and holy Chigi, who'in honour of the convert
Queen of Sweden, reine qui rfitait que philosophe, erected churches
and city gates, simply as a back drop to the cortege of a hundred
gilded carriages of State, of outriders and running footmen, of
cavalry in golden armour and dancing plumes, which bore her as
his guest to the Vatican; how in 1953 does he appear?
He is in an American motor car with nothing special about it,
not very new or even well groomed, its low windows affording one
a very mediocre view of the graceful, the steely prince within. How
different even from the royal Daimlers in London, which have, one
must admit, a certain panache, and into which one can at least seel
There is little pomp as this Father and Ruler of Kings descends.
Only a fald stool by the column where, a hundred years ago today,
Pio Nono had appeared to his subjects on a dais beneath a towering
canopy, the waving fans on either side, with a flourish of trumpets
and a dazzle of silver and gold.
One might suppose that the doom predicted by Manning and his
school, who saw in the end of the temporal power only the enfeeblement and decline of the Church, had come to pass. Is the Church
then fallen? Is the Fisherman, whose throne by the divine promise
bestrides the centuries and the world, become an obscure and im
potent Mikado, ekeing out a shadow existence inthelifelessgloomof
an ancient palace, the survivor of a dying and passing order of things
tolerated with indifference or ignored by the people of a bustling
modem city?
Here a deep voice breaks in, that Divine Voice which utters its
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stupendous paradoxes in the ear of all succeeding time. “ He that
loveth his life shall lose it; He that hateth his life in this world keepeth
it unto life eternal.”
The God who, as St. Teresa says, for a halfpenny given to Him
returns even in this life a human happiness which seems a thousand
pounds, who for even the least of us, if ha live a dying life, twines a
multi-coloured wreath of joy, has wonderfully wrought from appa
rent fall a real ascending, unveiling before the eyes of an incredulous
age the wonders of His might and of His providence.
For as we look at the world today, we see that many things accept
ed in 1853, as great and permanent institutions and principles, have
either perished in the dread deluges of war and revolution, or survive
in obscurity as the antiquated intellectual fashions of another day,
remnants from a world for ever sunk beneath the sand. The three
imperial courts of Eastern Europe are gone; the Russian Tsar, terror
of our mid-Victorian forefathers, riddled with bullets in a cellar in
Siberia; the successor of Charlemagne, heir of thirty emperors, dead
a penniless exile in Madeira; the star of Bismarck’s empire, after its
meteor blaze of fifty years, sunk leaden and spent in a wilderness of
destruction. Even our own great empire, first coming a hundred
years ago to its splendid noon, which has surely shown in its
prosperity something of the noble spirit of imperial Rome, and of
these Roman arts
pacisque imponere morem
parcere Subiectis et debellare Superbos,
is suffering the inevitable stresses which afflict all human things.
Democracy, in its advancing tide, has delivered most of Europe
bound into the Draconian chains of a ruthless Asiatic tyranny. The
apparent progress of science towards a comfortable and painless
world, united, peaceful and secure, has led us to the apocalyptic
menace, which any day could wreck the world. On the other hand,
spiritual reality, in 1853 almost universally questioned by the leaders
of secular thought, is the main interest of the thinkers of our day.
In our own country to our astonishment, we behold the foremost
writers, converted to our Faith, transport its dilemmas with eclat and
applause to the novel and the stage.
As so often before in history, a deluge after sweeping away in its
headlong and destructive torrent thrones and aristocracies, powers
and dominations, and many of the dykes erected by tradition against
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the irruptions of human waywardness, has receded leaving a scoured
and naked landscape, where one great monument, or almost one,
like the Great Pyramid, stands unshaken still. The Church, who
conquered the conquering barbarians, won them and yoked them
to her advancing car, whose great sons—Christian princes like
John of Austria, Ferdinand II and Sibieski—rolled back the on
slaught of the infidel and the Lutheran horde, who witnessed the
miserable death in captivity of her captor Bonaparte, has also seen
the dethronement of those who in 1870 usurped the throne of Rome.
And still she rises upon the lowering horizon of our day as a lonely
watchtower against the foe. The eyes of men of every nation and of
every faith turn towards her, for the wisest of them know that she
and she alone holds the remedy for the great spiritual evil of our
time.
The secular strife of good and evil, light and darkness, God and
“ the world rulers of this darkness ”, is more than ever revealed, as
the myopic scales of nineteenth century liberalism with its fatuous
optimism and priggishness fall or are "torn from the eyes of men.
And the Supreme Pontiff who seemed, among the many monarchs
of 1853, whose Ruritanian State amused the populace of every
capital in Europe, a small and insignificant prince upon a tottering
throne, a non primus inter non pares, stands forth a figure of lonely
and primitive splendour, a biblical Patriarch raised up amid the
lightnings and the crash of ghostly strife, poised like the Divine
Mediator, Whose vicar he is, between the infinite God and the puny
affairs of men; simple, accessible, small, vulnerable, and near;
yet grand with the grandeur of truth and goodness.
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THE ART OF PAVEL
TCHELITCHEW
by REGIS DELISLE
T IS NOT an invariable rule that light is born in the East. The
Orient is not necessarily the one place on earth where the first
rays of day appear, where shapes and colours emerge trembling
from the shades. The painting of Tchelitchew, or rather the choice
of drawings which he exhibited this summer in Paris (Galerie Rive
Gauche) might be a dawn which appeared in the far West.
Tchelitchew, who began his brilliant career in Paris about 1928,
has chosen to live in America. After an absence of 20 years he has
returned to Europe, not weighted down by life’s experiences but
lightened, purified, younger than when he went away, like a bene
ficent Faust crackling and sparkling with a brightness won not from
the fallen angel but from the celestial legions.
*
*
*
It is certainly a Faustian quest which the master of sombre
tones, oppressive darkness and muffled colours has undertaken,
whose admirers in 1928 imagined he would have a career of sad
materialism. The painter soon gave the lie to such forecasts. The
result of his close study of matter (he was once one of its most
lyrical admirers) is that he has exploded its superficial solidity and
has penetrated to the whirling core where matter elaborates its
future phenomena in effervescence. At this period of his intellec
tual and plastic adventure (Tchelitchew’s brush always keeps pace
with his ideas) he painted large compositions — Phknomtna,
Cache-Cache — which are not sufficiently well known in Europe, but
whose power, dynamism and throbbing colour can be admired in
museums and collections in America.
One might have feared that this intoxicating second-degree
universe would satisfy its creator, that he would establish himself
for ever in this garden of metamorphoses, passionately engaged in
translating the incandescent ballet of flame-forms — more dangerous
than Klingsor’s flower girls.
But that would have left out of account his invincible integrity.

I
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He felt the need to go further, until he reached the first principle,
that place where near and far lose their meaning, which is dominated
by pure energy. It is from this place, where rays and nuclei react
on each other, that Tchelitchew sends us his most recent pictorial
cablegrams, drawn in coloured chalks on grey-black paper. The
simplest, most ordinary, objects — a jug, an acorn, a lemon —
serve as a demonstration of everlasting motion, of genesis.
*

.*

*

. On the dark paper run lines in all the colours of the rainbow,
stars are lit where currents cross; a mass of lines of which our gaze,
from habit, seeks a lazy definition, a memory of finished (that is to
say dead) forms.
Gaston Bachelard, says “ the volumes of
Tchelitchew rejuvenate the eye which contemplates them.” They
vitalise space, and what appears to be emptiness is in realjty a net
work of paths. The isolation of forms and their apparent slumber
deceives us. The musician Henri Sauguet brought valuable evidence
to Tchelitchew regarding the circulation of invisible waves. Sauguet,
alone in his room but for his cat, was composing at the piano.
When a certain note was struck the cat, lying at the other end
of the room, got up and raised her paw to arrest the sound as it
went by. All honour to Pavel Tchelitchew for having unravelled
and interpreted certain “ universal lines ” which, until now, have
only been discerned in the calculations of scientists and by the
instinct of the so-called lower animals. Thanks to his art, these
lines for the first time are expressed plastically. The extreme
modesty of the graphic method employed by the artist, the concision
of his message, do not (as might have been feared) result in dull
or dry drawings. Their genius is lit from a dancing star, and
bouquets of perfumed stars shower down upon them, like snow
crystals.
( Translated )
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ONCE MORE GOING SOUTH
by ROBIN ADAIR

C

ARS are rolling south, through enchanted placesfor the holidays.
From the car we see life as a sequence of picture postcards, or
ever-changing shots from a cine camera.
Landscape, villages, towns appear; rush to meet us, then vanish,
left behind in the driving-mirror and a cloud of dust. Some of
these visions a sweet dream; some a nightmare. One small hotel on
the road to the Riviera boasts of its specialties which are trout,
snails, pdtis and. . . bananas. It should know better, in any case;
we all know that the best, most successful escargots are not really
good until the first frosts of autumn have passed over them. At
one of the innumerable gai logis we are offered boats, bosquets and
bedrooms. Then, at Avignon, the Palais des Papes. But the olives
. . . Nobody tells about them. They have not been pickled, en
saumur, in salted water nor dipped and coated in oil. Quite unlike
the somewhat shrivelled Greek black ones and, of course, poles
apart from those huge, juicy, green olives from Spain—delicious
though we may find them—the ones I am dreaming of are unique.
Small black olives from the surrounding hills. Dried in the sun
until they fall naturally; ripe, dry yet luscious, exquisitely flavoured
and full of their own rich, natural oil. It was there, incidentally, on
the hottest of days, dust flying, we saw a Belgian family busily
engaged with a feather broom—dusting the coachwork of their car.
Unforgettable vision!
Also, there are other, disturbing memories. At a famous restaurant
in the Burgundy country a “ knowledgeable ” customer succeeding
in his demand to have the superb 1926 Richebourg chambri.
Elsewhere, wines in general badly served; local cooking losing its
character, becoming standardised, internationalised . . .“ Mon dieu,
messieurs, qu’est-ce que vous voulez? II faut satisfaire le client
But is the customer always right? One cannot agree.
However, these gloomy experiences proved, happily, to be the
exception and not the rule, as the following Burgundian recipes
will show.
Truites au four. Prepare a mixture of shredded carrot, small
onion, shallot; dill or fennel, thyme, parsley, bay leaves and sprinkle
these over a buttered, fire-proof earthenware dish which you heat
on top of the range—for gas and electric cookers place an asbestos
mat under the dish. Arrange the trout, prepared in the usual way,
on this “ bed ”, adding salt, pepper, and ample glass of dry white
wine and cover with a well-buttered grease-proof paper. Bring to the
boil, then finish cooking very gently, either still on top or in the oven,
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according to the type of range or cooker you employ. Remove the
fish, carefully scraping off all the skin and put them in a hot serving
dish. Bring the rest to fast boiling point, squash through a fine
strainer into a small saucepan, taste for salt and pepper, and shake
in, off the fire, a few pieces of fresh butter, which act as a liaison or
binding; this simple but charming little sauce is now ready to be
poured over the trout.
N o t e ; Truite saumonie—sea trout—is delicious cooked in the
same way.
Jambon & la crime. They used to have delicious “ baby ” hams,
not quite as small as those from Prague but very much nearer to
them than our own York, Limerick, Bradenham robust joints. For
most of us these large pieces are cumbersome and my own solution,
adopted now by many friends, is to order a piece of smoked bacon,
of the size required.
Prepare a court-bouillon of vegetables, herbs and condiments,
brought to the boil from cold water in a sufficiently large pot or
saucepan; simmer for about twenty minutes so that this liquid is
well flavoured when you put in your ham or piece of bacon to cook
gently, according to size—roughly about fifteen minutes to the pound.
Remove the “ m eat” ; skin and trim it and keep hot and moist
covered in a little of the stock. Strain the remainder of the liquid
and boil until reduced by half; add a good lacing of sherry or
Madeira—cider is also excellent; reduce'again, this time consider
ably so that you are left with an extremely rich and succulent basis
to which you add, quite simply, a pinch of paprika pepper and cream;
enough of the latter to provide sufficient sauce for the guests. Boil
again, to thicken slightly—no flour, not even the best of bechamel
—shake in a few pieces of butter, again to act as a liaison.
My own method of serving this delicate dish is to have it carved
in the kitchen and with the sauce poured over, nappi. One could
send in an extra gravy dish or sauce boat. Purie d’epinards or
d’oseille, and a few plain steamed potatoes, should go with it.

NEW BOOKS
The Sudan, Sir Harold MacMichael, Nations of the Modern World
Series. Ernest Bonn, 21s.
“ . . A closely integrated corporation of willing servants of the
State, unclogged by the tyranny of the pen, concerned with little
but their work, their hobbies and their families, and owing a ready
allegiance to the embodiment of leadership and power in the person
of the head of the State.” A vision of the Corporate State? No,
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this is Sir Harold MacMichael describing the Sudan Political
Service. Sir Harold’s survey of the Sudan as a modern state is full
of surprises like that. Sometimes we store water in the hollowed-out
trunks of the baobab tree, sometimes we wander the acacia forests
and pick gum for a living, or stray with long-shanked Nilotic tribes
whose entire consciousness is focussed on their herds, or for a short
while we examine import and export statistics, or Sir Harold rehabili
tates Ptolemy as a maker of accurate maps; we inspect the great
collective socialist scheme of the Gezira, monitor the negotiations of
the Co-Domini, and once even we are on the point of witnessing a
pharaonic circumcision.
Books on British administration can be deadly dull, but this one
most certainly is not, though it would be all the better for some
pictures. Sir Harold deals lucidly with the historical background,
construction and politics of the emergent Sudan. On the political
issue, which I have no doubt is much more complicated than he
allows it to be for us, he emphasizes the point that the conflict is
not between those who love independence and those who love
Egypt, but between Mahdists and anti-Mahdists. In the Sudan
politics still depend on personalities rather than on programmes and
the struggle for power is between the supporters of rival religiopolitical leaders. Egypt is the makeweight, not the beloved. The
recent elections, in which the so-called pro-Egyptian party defeated
the Mahdists, were not the final choice of the Sudanese electorate
for union with Egypt (as has been popularly supposed). The
exercise of self-determination is yet to come and the final choice
remains open.
I recommend Sir Harold’s book to those who want a complete
change from government handouts on colonial affairs, o ra holiday
from “ sensitive” travelogues; to those who wish to study the
growth of so complex an organism as a state; to those who care
about the “ friendlies
and to those who just like reading good
English.
A.J.N.

Tell Freedom, Peter Abrahams, Faber & Faber, 12s. 6d.
R. ABRAHAMS has written a deeply-moving account of his
early life in a Johannesburg slum and of his struggles toescape
from that cesspool of vice, crime, drunkenness, prostitution and
poverty, in search of an elusive freedom. His writing is all the
more effective for showing so little trace of bitterness in spite of
experiences which would have brutalised many tougher spirits. He
retains the youthful innocence with which he sat as a boy listening
to the reading of hotnot Annie:

M

“Her voice was light and caressing, pure now, freed of all its earlier
vulgarity. It was the voice of the eternal storyteller, the trader
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in dreams who nursed the dreams of all the ages and clothed them
with words. The words dripped on my consciousness, sank into
my being, and carried me away to the magic long ago of onceupon-a-time. ”
The Left may ignore this book because of Mr. Abrahams’s
rejection of Marxism—or they may decide to close their eyes to this
defection and hail the work as an indictment of racial prejudice,
an exposure of the injustices suffered by the black people of South
Africa at the hands of the whites. It is, of course, nothing of the
sort. It is not a story of black versus white, but a picture painted in
the innumerable colours of skin to be found within the Union.
The author is not a black man, a “ native ” ; he is a “ coloured ”,
and very proud of the fact. His mother was a Cape Coloured, a
descendent of the first white settlers who cohabited with black
women; his father was an Abyssinian. An aunt explained to him:
“ There are three kinds of people: white people, Coloured people,
and black people. The white people come first, then the Coloured
people, then the black people.”
(The capital Cs are the author’s). “ Don’t you call my brother a
kaffir!” his sister snapped at a policeman. Indian landlords,
Chinese traders, the English, the Boers (frightened of the natives),
the white trade unions refusing to recognise the black unions, and
the Jews (some Communist, others “ more prejudiced than any
Boer ”) complete the racial hotch-potch.
Is it from oppression and injustice which Mr. Abrahams strives to
escape—or from himself, and his own race consciousness? And
can he ever escape? At the end of his book he “ walked briskly
down to the docks ”—to take a boat to England and freedom. We
await a further work in which the author will tell us of his experiences
in this country. Will he find freedom here, or will he learn, by bitter
experience, that this is a gift not bestowed upon racial minorities in
any alien land? It is to be won only in some comer of his native
Africa far removed from the white man’s industrial cities. There he
may find himself, in the dignity which springs from a racial pride
which is not the monopoly of Englishman or Boer, but is shared by
Mr. Abrahams.
G.V.
T h e In v is ib le W ritin g , Arthur Koestler, Collins & Hamish Hamilton,

21s.

R'. KOESTLER was born in Hungary, brought up to speak
Hungarian and German, wrote his first books in the latter
language and his more recent ones in English. The Invisible Writing
is the second volume of his autobiography, covering the period
1931-53. It is an extraordinary achievement, for in addition to
the straight-forward reporting of hit travels and adventures he
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attempts to describe the far more complex, elusive and equivocal
moods and thoughts, and the mystic expeiiences, which caused him
to turn slowly away from communism and which transformed him
from a Central European revolutionary into an “English” individ
ualist and democrat. He completely succeeds, carrying the reader
with him at every stage and using his adopted language with the
utmost skill to convey the finest shades of meaning.
In 1932 Mr. Koestler paid a long visit to Russia. The workers’
paradise is ruthlessly described: the poverty, misery, and ghastly
drear—and the danger, for without exception his friends and
companions, the enthusiatic communists of twenty years ago, have
been liquidated. Not only those in Russia, but in the satellite
countries as well—men who, in the thirties, risked everything for
communism and who welcomed the Russian invaders at the end of
the war as liberating comrades—they have been killed one by one,
including even the inventor of the Brown Book o f the Hitler Terror.
Interesting as is the account he gives of life in Kharkov, it is his
journey into Central Asia which entrances the reader with its
strangeness and poetry. Few Europeans have penetrated to the
forbidden cities of Turkmenistan—Merv and Bokhara, Tashkent
and legendary Samarkand. It has always been a secret counter;
in the days of the Emirs strangers were thrown into a pit filled with
snakes and vermin and left to die, and under the Tsars also travellers
were forbidden access. To appreciate the excellence of his descrip
tion of journeys beyond the Caspian Sea it should be read side by
side with Brigadier Fitzroy Maclean’s account of a similar journey
in his autobiography Eastern Approaches*, a rather good book of
which this is the best part. Both were men in their twenties; both
knew Russian (though not the local languages); both were full of
curiosity, and of admiration for the ancient beauties of the city of
Tamerlane. There the comparison ends. Brigadier Maclean
describes what he saw, arid notes a few chance remarks made by
people with whom he came in contact; Mr. Koestler not only saw
infinitely more, but he collected fantastic sagas that might have come
straight out of the Arabian Nights—the story of the woman who had
been in the harem of the last Emir, of the revolutionary beaten
almost to death in the Registan by the Emir’s officers.
It is not to be expected that a Tory M.P.-to-be would penetrate
beyond the most obvious externals, or write about it if be had. There
is a mysterious link, as far as autobiography is concerned, between
left-wing politics and the art of candid self-portraiture, so hard for
the writer, so amusing for the reader. If the incredible had happened,
and Brigadier Maclean, like Mr. Koestler, had had an affair with a
gorgeous Russian beauty who gave him a distressing malady, he
would have been too much of a gentleman to say so. Brigadier
Maclean is protected from such incidents, wrapped up in a cocoon
of good-humoured conventional self-satisfaction; while Mr.
* M r Koestler writes of 1932, Brigadier M aclean o f 1938.
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Koestler is an artist, and also a journalist who knows where to look
for a good story.
Before he went to Russia, Mr. Koestler lived in Berlin, working
for the communist cause. After the Machtiibernahme he wisely
avoided setting foot in Germany, and transferred his activities to
Paris. He is deeply prejudiced against National Socialism, and
there is, of course, a very personal reason for this. A Jew from Hun
gary who worked for communism in Berlin, and who, in the time he
could spare from more politically subversive tasks, wrote books on
sex—it is hard to imagine a combination that would have been more
disliked in the Third Reich. He was, in those days, exactly the kind
of human being the Germans would have considered anti-social and
undesirable. During his visit to Russia he was struck by the dis
crepancy between the half-starved, wretched men and women he saw
everywhere he went, and the photographs of smiling peasants and
hearty, well-fed factory workers published daily in Pravda and
Isvestia. Had he ventured back into Germany he would have been
equally struck by the difference between the reality and the propa
ganda invented by K.P.D. emigres and Jews in Paris. For the
German masses, including millions who had voted communist
under the Weimar Republic in the hope of securing better conditions
for the working class, the Germany of 1933-39 was a fine, prosperous,
successful country, and the traveller saw a healthy, contentedlooking population. The sultry, explosive atmosphere of pre-1933,
charged with class hatred and the despair of the unemployed, had
been quickly dispersed; the material, economic problems were solved.
For the great majority of Germans it was a good place to live in, and
no one who knew the Germany of those days was surprised when over
90 per cent of the inhabitants of the Saar voted for incorporation in
Hitler’s Reich. The emigres, on the other hand, were amazed;
because they were beginning to believe their own propaganda about
a regimented population living in the shadow of the concentration
camp.
Mr. Koestler’s fanatical hatred of his political opponents leads
him to the oddest extremes of fantasy. He attacks even the clothes
they wore, and writes a diatribe against Lederhosen because the
Austrian Nazis wore them after the Uniformverbot. Yet in the early
nineteen thirties every Jew in Salzburg wore Lederhosen, including
one who came from far-away Cemowicz; and not only the Jews,
but males from eight to eighty did so, all over Southern Germany
and Austria. Perhaps it is natural, but Mr. Koestler, honest,
truthful and candid elsewhere, loses all objectivity when he touches,
even for a second, on anything connected with National Socialism.
It is as though he touched a live wire which gave him a violent electric
shock, but on which he nevertheless cannot forbear to put his finger
every now and then.
By avoiding Hitler’s Germany he did not escape imprisonment.
Many months were spent in prisons and concentration camps in
Spain, France and England; it was a period when the liberty of the
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individual was nowhere a reality, though in the democracies it
remained a catchword. After his break with the Communist Party
Mr. Koestler decided to be English—Ich werde Englander one can
imagine him saying, as Leon Blum is supposed to have said Ich werde
Franzose. He is rather patronising about his adopted country, but
he finds the atmosphere of muddle and fuss, the running down of the
old clock, comforting after the years of dogmatic certainty followed
by uneasy doubt which he endured as a communist. I t is an atmos
phere in which he can amuse himself by trying to read the riddle of
existence, even though it is written, as he says, in invisible ink—
an atmosphere (though he does not say this) of decadence.
He has made us a little present, in return for his English
nationality. Finding we had no word for Sexualwissenschaft, he
coined one for us—sexology.
D. M.

The Sack o f New S arum , Alan Neame, Shenandoah, Washington
& Lee University, U.S.A.

ONVERTIBILITY of the £ will enable Englishmen to be in
easier touch with good American magazines, not merely with
those giant sisters Life and Tone. The small magazines of America
make a far longer list than their equivalents in England. New
World Writing lists five pages of publishers and literary magazines
“ which in recent years have most cordially welcomed new talent ”,
Shenandoah, for example, is published three times a year for the
Washington and Lee University. The summer 1954 issue contains
at least two features of outstanding interest. Marvin Mudrick’s
story The Professor and the Poet is the description of a young
sponging British poet, druhk, lecherous and impolite, who neverthe
less trades on his fame (and on American gullibility before cis
atlantic reputations) to drink his way into the sedatest corners of the
campus. De mortuis nil nisi decorum: but too many inflationary
obituaries demand a pin.
Of yet more lasting interest is a major post-war poem The
Sack o f New Sarum by Alan Neame, a well-known contributor
to The European. The Sack is perhaps the first of a genre, a genre
typical of the age which obliterated, for no purpose, Dresden and a
score of other cities. It appears at about the same period of time after
the Second War as Eliot’s Waste Land after the First. Further
comparisons need not be made. “ The Sack ’’ does not whimper;
nor does it break into Provencal or Hindu. It shouts, shrilly, or
sometimes with bass fury:

C

The field where Constable painted
runs red with the blood of young Woolworth’s girls,
The gutters of antiquated
lanes rattle ringing with cultured pearls. . .
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Except for a Latin motto in the episode where (Cheltenham?)
School is put to the sword, the poem is in easily intelligible English,
without obscurity. (Not being American, Alan Neame has no need
to declare his cultural luggage.) The story of how a thousand blond
horsemen, naked and ruthless, arrive in New Sarum “ and begin a
general massacre ” is told in muscular facile verse that evokes now
John Gilpin, now The Blues, now Dryden, with equal skill.
The episode that strikes this reviewer as being the best is the
laundry:
Life was so gay at the Laundry
That Wednesday afternoon,.
There was pecking and pinching and necking,
Necking in the ironing-room,
Ammonia fumes are so heady . . . .
The girls, described with a ferocity to delight Mr. Betjeman, are
divided into successfully amorous, and like Agnes, the unsuccessful:
O, I wish I could go on the movies v
So proud Ernie in vain would fall
O, I wish I could marry Burt Lancaster
Without any clothes on at all
Ammoniafumes are so heady.....
But Nora, Agnes and Ernie all fall victim, as
The double doors giving open
To trampling in the yard
With pale indignant glances
Angelic-eyed advances
The ivory-golden hor de. . . .
Agnes is so dazed, her dreams seem fulfilled as
Drawing rein where Agnes is
Spellbound in paralysis
Bending from his seat
One gigantic cavalier
Butcher than Burt Lancaster
Lifts her off her feet
Strips her uncomplaining
For his lips upstraining
holds her to him fast. . . .
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But once outside the city, the indignant cavalier (indignant is a key
word in the poem) “ cuts the girl in half The rest of the poem
describes how general the massacre is: how the “angels naked bright
and fair ” put to the sword the auctioneer, buyer, valuer, and seller,
etc. The conclusion of the poem is important to an understanding
of what to some may seem a farrago of sadistic fantasy:
Until there was no one left alive in the entire city
But moved by pity
And their wholeness amid the general castration
Prevailing among the former inhabitants of the site
The riders sheathed their swords at the onset of night
And out of the bloody holocaust and rape
Allowed the errand boys
And garage mechanics
to
ESCAPE
A poem of 300 lines, in skilful verse, may, as in the case of Swin
burne’s flagellation epic, be a jeu d'esprit, or a jeu de psychose. Mr.
Neame, with no mass of published “ serious ” work behind him,
cannot mean the reader to take his Sack other than seriously.
To the critic who would complain of the cruelty of such lines as
As for the lady whose lecture had been so
informative and eloquent
She suffered an incomparably worse fate than
any horror related even in the Old Testament
Mr. Neame would reply, perhaps, with one word: Hiroshima. To
those who would prefer the beautiful assassins to spare the Dean,
rather than the errand boys, Mr. Neame might indicate some of the
wartime sermons by belligerent deans. Only perhaps in his treatment
of the female sex, whether of “ straitly laced Miss Newman, surely
the honestest honest woman ” , of “old charitable Lady Bates, whose
face had launched a thousand garden ffites ”, or of Agnesherself, Mr.
Neame would have to defend his apocalyptic ire personally. The
Sack is a disturbing poem, made the more so by its fearless nudity,
a refusal of obscuring drapery. It says what it means, and it means
to disturb an age which accepts massacres and television with equal
calm.
D. S.
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BAGHDAD—PARIS IN A
MORRIS MINOR
by DESMOND STEWART
ART of the charm of Baghdad is that it is a desert island; not
a St, Helena with five thousand souls and a surrounding sea,
but a community of a million people cut off from the rest of the world
by insulating desert; but when it comes to leaving, the space that
normally insulates begins to annoy, as it is hard and expensive to
get away.
Faced with the problem of getting back to Europe for our summer
holiday, John and I decided to go by car, and to keep account of how
much the journey would cost, compared with the £108 of an air
ticket. Having decided to do this, the heat, which was now around
a hundred fahrenheit, and the press of college examinations, pre
vented us from being very intelligent about the car. Besides having
it decarbonised and the oil changed, we took no unusual steps—we
merely lowered the back seat so as to make room for our suitcases
and typewriters. The only expensive appliance we bothered to buy
was a large American thermos, containing two gallons, and furnished
with a charming little tap. With our luggage piled in the back and
in the boot, we set off from Baghdad about four o’clock on the
evening of June 2nd. We filled our tank with petrol at a cost of two
shillings and a penny a gallon; nowhere again were we to meet with
cheap fuel. (The total distance of our journey, 4,100 miles, was to
cost us approximately £30 for petrol).
The first lap was across the true Mesopotamia, the plain between
the Tigris and the Euphrates. In this plain dozens of different
cultures have flourished and then died; nowhere on earth do the
roots of human civilisation go back so deep.
.
The road through central Iraq' is rough, and in places a lace of
potholes—a striking contrast with the strong straight road running
west from Ramadi, the last township before the start of the desert.
Ramadi, the beginning of Nowhere, has flamboyant avenues of
palm trees, great orchards with high mud walls, and a new restaurant
serving anything from Cokes to dinners.

P
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The first two hundred miles of the desert road is fiat and un
inhabited wilderness. Occasionally a desert rat hopped into the
lights of the car, once a hare dashed like a white ghost into nothing
ness. Every twenty miles there is a roadside cafe made of the empty
oil drums once used by the makers of the road. These drums,
filled with sand, form cyclopean bricks to hold together litt'e houses
cluttered with boxes, teapots, petrol tins and benches. In them
two Arabs usually live, pouring out glasses of tea for the lorry
drivers who are the chief users of this road. We stopped at two or
three of these cafes. When the engine was quiet, we could verify
the legend of novelists, that the stars in the desert are huge and palpi
tate with living fire; the reason, the lack of moisture. The night air
is cool and fresh.
About midnight we finished the first lap and arrived at Rutba, a
desert village made of mud, the houses windowless, their doors of
corrugated iron. The Iraqi customs officer rose yawning but
uncomplaining from his pallet bed to see our passports and tear out
the right leaf from our Carnet. In the cafe, rather like a cattle shed,
we ate some eggs, using bread as spoons, and then passed on into
Jordan whose frontier is marked only by a notice board—the line
was once drawn on a map by some speculative Englishman—it has
no geographical reason for being here rather than fifty miles to the
east or west. The Jordan customs are not on this imaginary line
but at one of the pumping stations of the defunct Haifa pipeline.
Having finished our formalities with the courteous legionnaires (who
wear silver daggers in their sashes) we again ate fried eggs in a little
cafe. This time the bread was delicious—white and puffed, circular
as a soup plate.
The desert on the Jordan side has more interesting colours than
in beige Iraq, the sun, rising above the reds and blacks, was reinvigorating, and although the car was covered with dust, and one’s
head hairs seemed to stand upright, plastered with the friable powder
ing of desert earth, water seemed a near possibility in this bright
light. The road all the way from Ramadi had been good, and
continued so as far as Deraa, the Syrian frontier post, a city made of
black and white rocks with fresh green trees and flowering shrubs.
After that, for a good part of the sixty miles to Damascus, there were
frequent holes. One or two rusty steamrollers were at work but at
the rate they were going I should imagine two new holes are born for
every one stopped.
Deraa was the only place on our journey where our passports
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were examined with sinister scrutiny and out names carefully (and
slowly) checked up against those in a big black book. Our luggage
was never once looked at till we reached Jugoslavia. However, of all
cities Damascus is one of the pleasantest to get to, and in our eager
ness for a bath and the umbrageous drinking places on stilts above
the rushing rivulets of the city, we smiled at the Syrian bureaucracy
and the handsome soldiers in American-style uniforms and pressed
on to the capital which we reached at mid-day in time for lunch—
eighteen hours after leaving Baghdad. We stayed at what we were
told is the newest and best hotel, Qattans, and each had a room with
bath for about thirty shillings. A good European meal in a Damascus
restaurant costs about six shillings without wine; oriental food is
much cheaper and is usually served in places where any form of
alcohol would be unobtainable. We spent the rest of this day,
Wednesday, and all Thursday in Damascus. A braying donkey
outside the modern hotel awoke us at five in the morning.
On Friday morning, the fifth, we left Damascus in the direction of
Aleppo intending to spend the night on the other side of the Turkish
frontier, perhaps at Alexandretta. The road north from Damascus
through Homs and Hama, famous for its giant water wheels, was
surprisingly good. But when it suddenly deteriorated just south of
Aleppo, a large stone had leapt up and smashed in the sump of the
gearbox a jagged hole. Stopping, we mournfully contemplated a
trail of oil behind us. Arab lorry drivers soon arrived on the scene
and helped us make a temporary repair that allowed us to go on to
Aleppo where we had the damage mended. This accident—the
only one we had on the whole journey, except for a puncture in
Thrace—by forcing us to spend the night in Aleppo, also forced us
to take a carriage and drive round the magnificent Seljuk citadel, an
experience we should otherwise have missed. The fortress has im
mense red walls and a vast moat. In a way it reminded me of
Edinburgh Castle but less neat, more battered and more martial.
The car had been promised for eight next morning but it was after
eleven before we had collected the radiator from one workshop
and the soldered sump from another.
The road from Aleppo into Turkey was wild and rough like so
many frontier roads. The border between the two republics is in the
middle of a desolate bunyanesque valley, all of rock and dryness. A
splendid Roman arch still bestrides the road and the name of tbe
place is Bab A1 Hawa, or Gateway of the Wind. The Syrian officials
polish their boots and comb their hair far from Damascus and they
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look enviously at travellers. The Turkish side made us feel suddenly
near to Europe because of the Latin lettering, but at the same time,
far from home as we no longer understood what anybody said.
In Turkey the roads were to prove good, even if many gradients
startled. And from Bab A1 Hawa across the mountains to Alexandretta some benefactor of the human race (Ataturk, perhaps?)
has planted oleanders.
The bay of Alexandretta is beautiful, with gradual mountains
descending to the sea. It is a clean, friendly little town with a few
hotels and some black cargo boats at anchor. At a small “ plage ”
we joined the local youth in the warm, rather sticky sea; it was about
six o’clock. Afterwards a young curly-haired man was examining"
the car.
“ Do you speak Arabic ?”
“ I have studied at the mosque, it is different Arabic from yours.
From Iraq?” .
“ Yes, we are going to Adana—could you direct us, please?”
“ Better, I will come.”
“ But it is a long way.”
“ Never mind, I have friends there.”
“ But our car is so small, you will be very uncomfortable.”
“ I can sit On the luggage,”—and with an illuminating smile he
perched himself amongst our suitcases. We were rather astonished,
not by the introduction, since in the east people are spontaneous,
but by the sudden decision. Shouldn’t he tell someone he was going
so far? No, it was not necessary. He was twenty years old and
lived his own life.
We stayed the night at Adana, about sixty miles from Alexandretta
along a first-class autobahn. Next morning, John and I packed and
prepared to shake hands with Hamit, our self-appointed guide. (He
had found us an excellent restaurant the night before, had chosen all
our food for us, and had made a fuss in the hotel to show how im
portant he considered us; inspecting the rooms and pressing the
beds to see that they were soft).
“ But, Meester Dezmon, you speak no Turkish.”
" N o t a word.”
“ Yet you speak Arabic and I speak Arabic, and I have never
seen Ankara or Stamboul and you are going to those places. Would
I not be useful to you in showing you my country in such a way that
you will respect it and love it and will be understood? Perhaps you
will have something broken in the car—-how will you mend it with48
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out my translation?”
He came with us all the way across Anatolia and into Constan
tinople, the first, or last city of Europe. His decision was typical of
the Moslem East and though he wore a western suit and wrote his
name in Latin characters, his hurried kindness and desire to help
is more true of eastern civilisation than of our own, based on money
and calculated risks. We never once regretted his company, even
though for hundreds of miles he sat wedged between us in a car not
designed to take three in the front seats.
It was Sunday morning when we left and we were astonished to
find that in Turkey, although a Moslem country, the people make this
day their holiday, not Friday; an example surely of a rather servile
imitation by Ataturk of the West. We passed rapidly through Tarsus,
“ no mean city” when St. Paul lived there, but unremarkable
today, and made for the Taurus mountains which rose in the sun
shine like high battlements guarding the entrance to Asia Minor.
The road through this range took us by scenery as mountainous as
Switzerland but with the clear dry air of the eastern Mediterranean.
We continually thanked God that Turkey is so far from what the
Automobile Association calls the “ touring grounds of Western
Europe ”, or there would have been shoals of cars to block the gorges
and to prevent our small car getting the necessary “ run up ” for the
steep gradients; to say nothing of littering the grass under the pine
trees with newspapers and picnic lunches. The Taurus Mountains
seemed more lovely for being utterly remote.
We frequently stopped at roadside cafes and drank coffee. As it
was the holiday, all the cafes were full of grave peasants in baggy
trousers and black cloth caps. The water was invariably ice-cold,
gushing impetuously from rough clefts in the rock; drinking it, one
imagined one was drinking the distillation of the mountain, from the
high tree-topped summits to its secret heart.
The Taurus Mountains finally divide into the Cilician Gates, and
from this pass there are two ways to Ankara. One is longer and said
to be more interesting; the other, more westerly way, runs beside the
large central lake of Anatolia—is much shorter and according to
people whom we asked, very dull. Being anxious to reach Ankara
we decided for the western route from Ulukisla through Bor and
alongside the lake. We were not disappointed. Although the Turks
call central Anatolia a desert and advise one to visit northern Turkey,
or the shores of the Marmara, or Smyrna, or the Bosphorus, to us
the run across the great rich plain, awash with corn, was the most
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solemn part of our journey. After Bor, whose streets are as bad as
Constantinople’s, though on a village scale, the road is either perfect
dust, flat and fast or, alongside the lake and into Ankara, asphalted.
The scenery is magnificent; a sky as huge as in Iraq but with a clear
bright lightunsmirched with dustand with greenery everywhere, and
frequent villages full of poplars and cypresses and running water.
Everywhere there are irrigation canals and rivulets; the most
frequent animals to be seen were tortoises slowly limping across the
roads. As night approached, we sped along the shores of the great
dismal lake, a lugubrious immensity of water with no trees and no
houses and no people anywhere near, but masses of corn, green and
yellow to the dim horizon. The waters were dull and the shore looked
as though no one could ever bathe from it, except a werwolf or a
dying warrior.
As we were having supper in a small restaurant by the roadside,
the sun setting to the west over the great dismal lake, a small
Turkish boy of about five rode up on a donkey, was helped by one of
the men to dismount, filled six pitchers at a fountain very solemnly,
quite without smiling, lifted them himself on to a rack slung from the
beast’s side, was lifted equally solemnly himself into the saddle, and
then steered his donkey across the main road and away into the dusk
of the fields on the other side. He had a small round face with a
distinct mongolian touch which was not unattractive. John and I
asked ourselves what English mothers would allow their children to
play so responsible a role so early! At five the child was already an
important member of his family; not a petted or punished toy.
Ankara is like a modern London suburb, Watford perhaps,
transported into a Mongolian plain. The Ataturk Boulevard is
its main feature, a long tree-lined avenue, clean and rather dull,
There is a park with a false lake and many municipal buildings,
including an Opera House. The old town still sprawls on the hill or
acropolis and is far more attractive to the western eye.
We were lucky to discover the Celek Palas, a small elegant hotel
in the middle of the town with the most attentive and charming
manager. A angle room with bath cost seven and a half Turkish
pounds. I mention the price because, after a wonderful night in a
most comfortable bed, I was alarmed to discover that the official rate
for the Turkish pound was seven and a half to the Pound Sterling
whereas in Aleppo we had changed Iraqi dinars (at par with sterling)
for about thirteen Turkish Pounds. Although the Celek Palas was
still cheap at this official rate, everything else was fantastically
so
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expensive. This trouble with the exchange rather clouded our two
days in Ankara; if it had not I dare say we should have been bored,
as there is little to do there. (Revisiting Ankara a year later the
prices had doubled.)
The road from Ankara to Istanbul is good, and will be better when
the new engineering has removed some of the sharp corners and
steep gradients. Its most beautiful moment is at the descent from the
Anatolian plateau to the neck of land running out to meet Europe at
Istanbul. There a whole mountainside, wild and unspoiled by man,
is covered by a forest of pink and rosy rhododendrons—a vast
landscape of beauty in which a Greek shepherd god, a son of King
Priam from not so distant Troy would cause no surprise. The
warm scents of pines and grass and the sensation of being alone,
except for shepherd boys and mules, could well have stopped our
wheels and kept us there for ever.
We reached Istanbul about half past six on the 9th, exactly a week
after the evening on which we left a hot Baghdad. It was overcast,
and five minutes before we took the ferry from Haidarpasha on the
Asiatic side there was an earthquake on the European side (of
which we read next morning in the French newspaper published in
Istanbul). The view of Istanbul from Asia must have been described
a hundred times. What impressed me was the narrowness of the
Bosphorus—I had somehow imagined the two continents as being
further apart—and the concentrated mass of very tall minarets. To
the left, Santa Sophia, to the right, the Sultan’s Palace; but it was the
whole mass, rather than any single point, which impressed me.
Once we had landed (the ferries are very clean, very regular and
remarkably cheap) the only impression was the appalling state of
the roads, lumpy cobbles which were put in for carriages and which
Ataturk never changed. Another very confusing thing is the number
of one-way streets; sometimes a detour can take one miles away
from one’s destination so that driving becomes like a game of
Snakes and Ladders. For a stranger I should say that Istanbul is
more confusing than Paris or London, though much smaller. We
at once drove to the Pera Palace Hotel, a large edifice of the same
vintage as the hotels at Cannes. We were astonished at the prices
—22 Turkish pounds for a single room without pension which, at the
official rate of 1 \ pounds to the pound sterling meant £3 a night in
an hotel which in Europe would rank as second class. We found
eventually that the Hotel Bristol, while in a state of repair, was reason
able and not uncomfortable. Next morning we went in search of the
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black market. We were told that near the entrance to the Food
stuffs Bazaar there was a little street with money changers. Shrivelled
men were sitting behind trays of gold sovereigns and other coins,
but when we asked if they would change Iraqi dinars or English
pounds, they shook their heads irritably and said we should go to the
banks where we would get the official exchange. As we were walking
away, however, rebuked and hopeless, we noticed a tall man follow
ing us who spoke to us out of the corner of his mouth, very quickly,
in French like a figure in an Orson Welles thriller—“ Follow me,
some distance, ten yards, and show no interest!” We returned down
the narrow street of the money-changers, casually sauntering until
out guide suddenly turned, with a nervous leer, into a doorway.
Upstairs there was a little bureau where after some haggling we
obtained eleven Turkish pounds. “ If you want to change any
more, ring this number and ask for Monsieur Jacques. I will send
my servant to your hotel. .
I have two sharp memories which will outlast the mosaics and the
architecture of Istanbul—eating the most delicious fish that I have
tasted, in a small restaurant by the Golden Horn, and visiting the
Blue Mosque at noon, where Turkish sailors were prostrating
themselves reverently on the rich carpets while in an apse a bearded
saint was enthralling a multitude of men and women seated quietly
on the floor; his voice was monotonous and persuasive; I should have
liked to know what he was saying as I am sure, from his features and
the eyes of his audience, that it was very wise. No one minded our
intrusion. From one of the great windows the sea was visible below.
We said goodbye to Hamit on Thursday night—it was arranged
that he should go back to Alexandretta by boat. We had a large
meal together and then, with his few belongings and a hundred
Iraqi cigarettes to console him round the coast, we said goodbye
with addresses and tears. Next morning we were called before
dawn and left Istanbul in the pale light of five o’clock, the walls of
Byzantium mother-of-pearl behind us.
The road was first class as though to make up for what we knew
was to come, and Adrianople, which we reached surprisingly
quickly, one of the most charming Ottoman towns we had seen. It is
full of gigantic mosques with towering grey minarets as slim as
cypresses. The Turkish Customs were about five miles beyond
the city on the other side of the river that divides Turkish Thrace
from Greek. From the door of the customs house the road dete
riorated and a Turkish policeman had to guide us through morass
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and marsh for about four miles to the Greek frontier post. The
no-man’s land of the in-between was better, however, than the main
Greek road. Everyone in the Greek frontier office was charming
and well dressed but about the road, rather evasive. Finally, after
cigarettes and politeness, one of the Greek officials said, “ It is about
eleven o’clock, sirs, Alexandropolos is a hundred miles away—
if you want to get there by dark, you had better start now.”
Within two kilometers of where the elegant Greeks sit beneath
portraits of their stout King and beautiful Queen, the awfulness of
the road began. The scenery was a rolling plain with fields of plough
ing peasants, oxen and irrigation ditches. The road was not imme
diately visible. It had to be unpieced by the eye from the wet
greenness, and then, when one found it, it was easier to keep as one
noticed the ruts, a foot or two deep, which ran along it like markings
on a snake. The landscape was a lush green, but the sky was
ominously black with giant clouds. If it began to rain, the already
muddy track would become impassable. We eyed with a kind of
desperate relief a huge oxcart swaying towards us. j “ We could
always get the car into that if the worst comes to the worst,” said
John.
To describe this tedious road in detail would make the reader
miserable. Our only accident was when, to avoid a central coxcomb
of mud, we swayed too near an irrigation ditch and the car sank
lightly into thick, black mud. An hour’s work unloading everything
in the car, pushing and tramping in the water, and we were crawling
ahead again. For some miles the road gave the appearance of never
having been built at all, of simply having been formed by the passage
of peasants and their carts. For other stretches lasting several hours
there was a former road; it reminded one of a terribly rough Norfolk
wall, all flints and stones, or of a Roman road neglected for two
thousand years. At one place even this stone foundation had become
rutted to a depth of about one yard and it was necessary for some
miles to leave the road altogether and to waltz slowly and muddily
over turnip fields, past astonished farmers and modest women who
turned away their eyes just as they would have done in Turkey or
Iraq. In one place we saw an American car abandoned by the road.
In the evening, filthy, our eyes tense from peering, but physically
intact, we reached Alexandropolos just as the sun set. This is a
charming seaside town of no importance but with sauntering
Greeks and the bright hard light of the Aegean. We saw in the
harbour a dozen huge sailing ships, their terracotta sails twitching
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against the hard blue of the evening sky. We felt terribly tempted to
leave the dirty little Morris Minor and take to a new element—
abandon Jugoslavia and a summer in Europe—and go instead wherever
these dhows would sail; to Mitylene or Thasos—anywhere liquid
and without bumps. Instead, we ordered the biggest meal possible
in the central restaurant, in a little square through which all the tow n'
seemed to be strolling, soldiers, girls, sailors and boys. For about a
pound we had ouzo, an improved version of Iraqi araq, huge platedwarfing fish, meat and two bottles of Greek wine, to say nothing of
fruit and cheese. The Greeks contrived in their small town a
gaiety distinctly lacking in Istanbul or Ankara. People chatted to
us. It was delightful to be in a country where the English are still
liked. Yet in Turkey where the people are not sharp, nor amusing,
nor very artistic, we had met Hamit. Those who live long among the
Greeks get infected, like Laurence Durrell, with their hatred for
Islam. For myself, having lived in a Moslem country for six years,
Moslem sternness and occasional puritanism is more than atoned for
by certain qualities which probably only grow on rough ground. To
talk about loyalty and nobility is unfashionable in the twentieth
century (except in propaganda, when everybody yawns). But these
flabby abstract nouns stand for something real, something which
can co-exist with wit and charm, but which rarely does; something
which the Arabs and the Turks most certainly retain.
The road from AlexandropoloS to Salonika, has been remade,
so next day we decided to go straight into Jugoslavia, and not stay
in Salonika which is a dismal, rather dirty big town. We had to hurry
as wehad been told that in Jugoslavia the frontier shut at eight o’clock.
The road from Salonika up into the Macedonian hills was almost a
repetition of the road from Adrianople into Thrace, and we drove
through rain-filled potholes faster than we should have done in order
to reach the frontier in time. Friendly Greeks waved us through in
about twenty seconds, managing to tear out the right Carnet page,
mark our passports and so on with elegant swiftness. Up till this
point every frontier had been a formality, except the Syrian where the
black book had been consulted. But from the moment we drove into
Jugoslavia we felt, despite Tito’s whitewashing, despite his visit to
Buckingham Palace, that we were in a police state. They had, for
one thing, the most absurd frontier arrangements—the usual white
bar obstructed the road but the frontier office was about a quarter of
a mile up a hill and while we were told to wait, the official had to
carry our papers all the way up a sharp incline. Perhaps this explains
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tile slightly irritated atmosphere in which they proceeded to search
our baggage. This was done most officiously and quite without
avail. My little box of Turkish DDT was examined most suspiciously
and as neither of the examiners spoke French, German, English or
Greek our actions to explain what DDT was for only aroused
greater ire. After about three quarters of an hour by the roadside,
we were allowed to go on to the First Class Tourist Hotel a couple of
miles inside the country. This was the only time we got any response
from the officials. I said, to be polite, that we had heard from a
friend that the hotel was very good, de luxe, first class. Some of
this got across and one of the stem faces half relaxed. “ Prima,” he
said, “ Ritz.” In fact it was a gaunt, ugly, modem building with a
student oil painting of a woman in Macedonian dress in the bare
hall and a manager who allowed us to carry our own baggage up to
our rooms. Every room had four beds in it and we were looked at
with suspicious amazement when we asked if we could have two
single rooms. Such did not exist and, quite probably, if some
tourist comrades arrived during the night, they would join us.
The furniture was unbelievably shoddy; the carpentry of a primitive
standard; the bedside lamps did not work, indeed, could not work as
there were no plugs in the wall. In the bathroom of this Ritz there
was only cold water, and the tap was so shoddily placed that the water
ran all over the top of the basin, not into the place where (without a
plug) one was meant to wash. It was now raining hard, but there
was no restaurant in the hotel and the manager, (a young man in
his twenties who looked as though he probably did police work as
well) directed us to Gevgeli’s one restaurant, about a mile away.
“ You will hear the music,” he said.
It was Saturday night and a vile orchestretta was playing people’s
music to the people. The restaurant was consciously proletarian,
but thanks to a few glasses of Slivovitz, it became quite bearable. As
we were eating goulash (about the only food readily available
everywhere in Jugoslavia) a young man of nineteen came up, all
smiles, asking us if we wanted to change money. We were at once
on our guard thinking it better to risk no encounters with the black
market here; needlessly, as he was the official representative of
PUTNIK, the national tourist agency. He was able to change our
money at the official rate (about 60 per cent of the free rate in Zurich
but still quite good, for prices in Jugoslavia are, like the quality,
low). He was a student of electro-technics from Belgrade University,
and also claimed to be studying French as part of his course. He
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knew about as much French as I know Chinese. He was an amiable
youth however, and quite ready to swop his cigarettes for ours and
drink a number of Slivovitzes at our expense.
When he heard that we were from the Arab world, he became very
pitying. He pointed to one of the women in the orchestra—“ She
Moslem, Titograd, very backward ” and he shook his head sorrow
fully at the thought that anybody could be so backward. (She now
began to sing a Moslem folk-song, very poignant and very long—
the only thing of beauty or interest which we came across from south
to north in this ugly country.) “ All Moslems backward,” he went
on, grinning fatuously. “ All Arabs backward like her ?” John and
I said no, not all Arabs were backward, and had it not been for
our sang-froid, or whatever it is that stupidly prevents English people
from being rude, we would have told him outright (but in what
language?) that a student who claims to study English in Baghdad
can say more than “ How old you?” in it, or “ Preety girls, no?”
which was about the level of Putnik’s university French.
We had decided to cross Jugoslavia slowly, perhaps taking a week
from southern to northern end, but the hotel was so uncomfortable,
and the general atmosphere so repellent that we did not stop
motoring and managed to cross the southern mountainous mass and
the northern plain in just under 48 hours. Petrol costs about ten
shillings a gallon and is terribly hard to find. There is usually one
petrol pump in each big town, but it is often situated somewhere quite
mad, perhaps in a suburb three kilometres in the direction you don’t
want to go. Each petrol pump is looked after by a “ chef” and when
you have found your pump, you need to find him too. He will then
unlock the pump and, in return for your money, give you a receipt
in triplicate, all carefully written out in schoolboy lettering. There
seem to be no garages, and the only place in one big town where,
after a long search, we managed to get air for the tyres, there was no
gauge, and the garage-man had to guess the amount to put in by
squeezing. The reason for this lack is that there is practically no
wheeled traffic in Jugoslavia except for ox-carts. There are some
lorries being manufactured, but private cars are as rare as elephants
in England. Wherever we stopped for a moment, a silent contem
plating crowd formed; not the impudent friendly crowds of Arabia,
but proletarian, politically educated crowds who murmured the word
“ bogi ” (bourgeois) as they looked at us, rather as Americans might
look at distasteful people from Mars. There are also no buses (or
none that we saw) and except for some dignified Moslems in fezes
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who were lucky enough to own mules, the people seem quite
stationery. The road surfaces are as bad as in Greece, with endless
potholes, one after another, through which one has to limp, never
exceeding twenty-five miles an hour. In all the towns, big and small,
there is a great deal of building; modern flats, already peeling, huge
municipal edifices crowned by red stars which light up at night and
wink across the hills, but all the work seems rushed and imperma
nent. The plaster is peeling as rapidly as from the buildings Musso
lini put up in Italy and the buildings are nothing like as original. The
detail is always bad; the doors don’t shut, the windows fall out and
there is a pervading shoddiness which would drive an English car
penter to despair.
Austria,' on the northern frontier, began to loom as a kind of
Paradise towards which we rushed. Tempting little brochures from
Putnik promised miraculous churches here, museums there, collec
tive farms, all sorts of interesting things to see. I am sure the bro
chures told the truth. But simply, the atmosphere in the country
was such that we felt we would rather get o u t We began to dream
about restaurants with clean tablecloths, lavatories cleaner than
stackyards, bedrooms with comfortable beds (not dormitories),
officials who would seem welcoming, not inquisitorial; in fact, the
ordinary accepted routine of bourgeois living.
In Austria we had the car cleaned, oiled and generally looked
at
Nothing was wrong with it except a slight squeak in a
rear shock-absorber for which it could hardly be blamed after so
many thousand miles of ruts, potholes and corrugation. As for
ourselves, looking like gypsies, we went to the best hotel in Graz
where we were led by sympathetic waiters to two huge baths.
Our journey had cost us about £45 per head, considerable wear
on four tyres, dirt which needed an hour to wash off—but the ex
pense was more than prepaid by mountain, plain and sea. ,
(Note. This journey, made in 1953, was repeated in 1954. The
only changes we noted: a rise in prices in Turkey, a great improve
ment in Greek roads, quicker frontier work at Gevgeli, and owing to
better weather, a less lugubrious face to Jugoslavia. The road from
the Deraa, where T. E. Lawrence suffered his great agony, war, if
anything, worse.
D. S .)
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LETTERS
DISARMAMENT AND RUSSIA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I am glad to find that at the end of this exchange of ideas Herr
Sanden and I are in substantial agreement. Where agreement
matters is in the effective action that has to be taken. We seem to be
agreed that an attempt to secure disarmament is desirable whether it
ends only in a propaganda victory over the Russians or in the reality
of achievement. We certainly agree that Europe has to be effectively
defended if Russia will not disarm; this means a real rearmament of
the West.
In our estimate of some factors in the situation we still vary to
some extent, but this does not affect the more important agreement
upon action. The offer of disarmament to the West has been reite
rated in Russian notes and speeches and has a strong political effect
in such countries as England and France. It is necessary to take the
initiative away from the Soviets; in this kind of political struggle the
maintenance of the initiative is as important as in military affairs.
In writing of the present balance of forces it seems to me also that
Herr Sanden under-estimates the hydrogen bomb, the American
air bases and the other new weapons. But I agree, of course, that
this advantage is temporary because the air arm may be paralysed
by fear of reprisal when the Russians catch up in this sphere. Then
we shall need land armies strong enough to resist a Russian invasion.
At this point Germany becomes a necessity to Europe, and the long
oppression can be ended; this is the great reality.
Particularly valuable I think is Herr Sanden’s argument that the
Soviets will not risk a preventive war to stop a Western rearmament
which would not be effective enough seriously to threaten Russia.
That is clearly true; It is a paradox to find ourselves temporarily
protected by the obvious incompetence of our present system and
rulers, but it remains a fact.
In conclusion I believe that Europe united and restored to strength
can ultimately secure from Russia a withdrawal to her original
boundaries in Europe in return for a European and American with
drawal from Asia to the defence line of the Pacific islands; in addition
we would then relax our general pressure on the Soviet position,
which could become severe. In fact I believe this can be the final
settlement.
Yours etc.,
OSWALD MOSLEY.
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THE ROLE OF EUROPE
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I received the June issue of The European, with Sir Oswald Mosley’s
interesting and stimulating reply to my article “The Role of Europe
I was especially impressed with his frank statement: “ Dr. Strasser
and I want different things
He has set forth competently the issue
between us and I share wholeheartedly his conviction that “ the
sooner i.t is the subject of an intellectual decision the better
Out
of my great respect for his political courage, (we both can boast of
being thoroughly persecuted for our beliefs) I take the liberty of
answering him in this letter.
His arguments fall into two categories, the practical and the
ideological. In regard to the former, he says that “ there are two
simple but ineluctable objections to Dr. Strasser’s proposal that the
German army should be the protection of Europe after the with
drawal of America. Firstly, the rest of Europe would not stand for
it because they think it would mean a German hegemony. Secondly,
the German army in present conditions cannot be put into a position
to defend Europe ”. Objection No. 2 herein arises from a miscon
ception of my proposal: in numerous articles I have emphasised
that German rearmament should of course take place under the
protecting umbrella of American strength—i.e. atomic power. For
years I have proposed in writing that for every two rearmed German
divisions, one occupation division should be withdrawn until finally
all the present occupation troops in Germany have been replaced by
twice as many German divisions. I have never said or even dreamed
that West Germany or Western Europe should refuse the co-operation
of the United States—which co-operation is after all as important to
U.S. interests as to those of Europe.
Having stated this, it is equally necessary to point out American
interests in no way depend upon the “ unification of Europe” as
Sir Oswald generously interprets Washington’s policy. The interests
of the United States demand only a bridgehead on the eastern shore
of the Atlantic—i.e. Western Europe. It is this bridgehead idea
which resulted in the formation of N.A.T.O., whose very name shows
its non-European and anti-European concept. When we nationalist
Germans speak of “ Europe ”, we mean Europe from Lisbon to
Helsinki. This includes not only East Germany (and of course,
East Germany ends at Memel and nowhere else) but also Eastern
Europe—roughly within the European borders of 1st January 1938.
And here let it be emphatically understood that I cannot conceive
of a German army fighting for anything but German interests—and
that means “ in order to regain the lost German territories”—an idea
which Sir Oswald appears to regard as somehow improper. Without
underestimating the importance of political warfare—and above all.
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a new and inspiring idea—I am old-fashioned enough to believe in
armies as the ultimate argument in politics. Of course, the form of
armies, the kind of weapons, etc., etc., differ from decade to decade;
but the role of power in general, andmilitary power in particular does
not change and will not change as long as men remain men.
Sir Oswald says that “ the rest of Europe would not stand for
it ”—and this may very well be true. In this case, there is only one
remedy: Let the “ rest of Europe” be occupied by the Red Army!
This is not the cynical remark of a frustrated German—it is only the
logic growing out of Sir Oswald’s own excellently chosen argument
that people learn only by experience. Thus, the continental peoples
may learn only from bitter experience the value o f a strong German
army in its traditional role of a shield against the Asiatic hordes, and
—in the case of Eastern Europeans—as their liberators. Moreover,
there is one vital point which I never see mentioned anywhere in the
British or American press: the fact that half of Germany is already
occupied by the Red Army. For us, that occupation is already a
ghastly reality for half our country, and if we are to avoid the slow
death which he so rightly describes as the consequence of such Soviet
occupation, we must liberate our brethren—and with all possible
speed. This, coupled with the necessity of regaining the Saar and
our eastern breadbasket, is the paramount issue of any genuine
German foreign policy. It may be seen to what extent this German
goal parallels the interests of “the rest of Europe” in the significant
fact that we nationalists merely paraphrase Bonn’s slogan: “ Through
a United Europe (meaning the Rhinebund alliance of Charlemagne
and Napoleon) to a United Germany!”, and say instead: “ Through
a United Germany to a United Europe!”—or, in other words,
“ first things first!”
All this may sound very nationalistic and reactionary—so be it I
I could point to my book Aufbau des deutschen Sozialismus which
appeared in Zurich in 1935, to prove that it is my earnest wish as well
as my political aim to avoid any “ European civil war ” and to
achieve what I call “ The European Federation But here again it
is necessary to make words as unmistakable and full of meaning as
possible: Sir Oswald strives for a European Union (in which connec
tion I would be thankful if he would clear up two points: 1. Is
Eastern Europe to be included in this union? and 2. Is the British
Commonwealth to be excluded?) while I strive for a European
Confederation or, if he prefers, a European League. This is a
fundamental issue and not at all a purely organisational question—
and it brings me now to the ideological sphere.
It is my firm conviction (and I believe the verdict of history) that
“ Europe ” is the result of our differences and not of our similarities;
in this we resemble Greece and not Rome: Greece never was a
political entity, but only a cultural one—and precisely because o f its
political differences. The Roman Empire was, on the contrary, a
political and legal entity but never a cultural one. It is just those
“ barriers between us ” of “ language and past wars ” which are the
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outgrowth—and simultaneously the guardian—of these fruitful
differences. _ Therefore, it is with the greatest sympathy that I witness
today even in the British Isles the reawakening of Scottish and Welsh
nationalism—not to speak of the Irish; and therefore I am quite
logically an implacable foe of a centralised Germany with all the
consequences. For this reason, I fight for the regionalisation of
Germany, based on the different Landschaften and Stdmme—with
each exercising as much autonomy as possible. I have high hopes
that in France, too, the idea of regionalism will progress, thus
annulling the evil trend towards centralisation bom of the French
Revolution. This outlook, by the way, should be the most welcome
and convincing proof to the “rest of Europe” that it is not threatened
by a German hegemony. I have always stood for the theory that a
federated Germany is the prerequisite for a European federation.
It seems after all that Sir Oswald agrees with me to a greater
extent than the foregoing would indicate because in his closing lines
he says “ the real Europe has existed for three thousand years
In this sense I join him in his final remark; “ l a m a European ” .
Yours, etc.,
D r . O tto Strasser.

New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia.

SPENGLER

AND

MARX

To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
Mr. Alexander Raven fails to point out the real difference between
Marx and Spengler; nor does he indicate the main epoch at which
their curves of civilisation coincide—namely the hour in which the
Caesarism of the West will be born. The end-form of a culture for
Spengler is the completely expanded, fossil-rigid State of the Caesars.
It can be argued that the final State-form delineated in The Decline
o f the West is the product of the economic clash and the breakdown
of the old social hierarchy called by Marxism “ the dictatorship of
the proletariat ”. Here the two curves coincide. Beyond, they part
company: there is absolutely nothing in Spengler about a natural,
historically necessary “ withering away ” of the Caesarist Empire.
It can endure for ever as far as the analogies explored in The Decline
o f the West are concerned; the organic rhythm of a culture ends with
the formation of the Empire; the development stages that are sur
prisingly alike in all the higher cultures of the world, from Egypt to
Mexico, are over and done with before Caesarism replaces organic
life by inorganic death. There is a “ withering away ”, not of the
State, but of the Soul. The Empire of Spengler is like a refrigerator
containing the corpse of morality, religion, mysticism, art and
philosophy. Creation has died, genuine libertarianism has died, and
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serfdom remains masquerading as a “ Golden Age ” and a “ Re
newal ”. It can last for a century or for a thousand years, or for
ever. And the Caesarist Empire of the future is likely to endure for
ever, because with modem technology it is likely to conquer the globe
and by eliminating competition become unconquerable. Only a
cataclysm from nature or some paranormal interference could over
throw it; it would be the veritable Babylon of the Apocalypse.
The bad thing about Spengler is his complacency about the whole
affair. The history of the world was to him a moving picture wrought
by daemons, with lovely colours and dark shadows. There is a
truth in this, but he was blind to the human tragedy. Erich Heller
brings this out in The Disinherited Mind, in a chapter on Spengler
which, after a careful second reading, one finds to be devastating
(the present writer referred to it a little unintelligently in an earlier
letter to The European). The main thing, however, in the context of
Mr. Raven’s article, is that Spengler’s historical curve is correct. It
is not a mere theory, and Mr. Raven treats it too much like a theory.
The parallels between the developmental stages of the West and the
corresponding stages of the other great cultures are historically
dramatic and humanly appalling—for the implication is that Euro
pean Caesarism is the coming political form of the senile West. Mr.
Raven is concerned about the permanence of Europe and makes
entomological comparisons which, even if they were apt, would do
nothing to solve the problem of human withering and the annihila
tion of freedom.
One has to agree, on the other hand, that an approach to the
problem is indicated by Mr. Raven’s paragraph about the formation
of an “ elite ”. Again, though, it is impossible to believe that the
main initial task of such an 61ite will be “ propaganda and re
education ”. And the concept of “ greed ” is too shallow a one on
which to found a psychology of world corruption. The initial task
of the elite would be the “ diagnosis ” to which Mr. Raven refers, but
it would involve infinitely more than glib assertions about greed and
service. If the tragedy of the Spenglerian culture-rhythm is to be
interrupted and the Empire Age of the West modified in the direction
of organic life and liberty, the clues can only be found in the sublimi
nal deeps of the human personality. The initial task is one of research
—not a political exploitation of Spengler or Marx or anyone else,
but an objective continuation of their work whether it be politically
expedient or not, and a working over in the context of every shred of
modem knowledge about man with a view to changing his attitude
and modifying the rhythms of the soul that underlie corruption.
Dr. Alexis Carrel had the glimmering of such an aim. So did
G. N. M. Tyrrell. Nor is it far-fetched. One of the peculiarities of
Western culture is that it has, through people like Spengler and Freud,
and Jung, enabled an intellectual aristocracy to look backwards in
time and down into the mind with an understanding potentially
greater than anything known in history. It is not absurd to think
that, at the turning-point not only of our own cultural but also of
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world history, Faustian science and technology, at the moment
stultified by departmentalisation, will be integrated by an elite and
solve the riddle.
One thing is clear: nothing else will work. Every alternative
involves the continuation of a blind hope that bureaucracies above,
or discontented groups below, manipulated by pygmies, will affect
the course of the mob changes underlying the formation of the prole
tarian dictatorship of Marx and the Empire of Spengler. The hope
is futile because it ignores the ineluctable might of the economic and
other world forces involved. These forces admittedly depend
fundamentally on human attitudes, but only alterations in the
subliminal.-deep of the soul could change them.
Yours, etc.,
O. C. D rewitt .

45 Eaton Road,
Sutton, Surrey.

T. E. LAWRENCE—SECURITY RISK
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
I should like to lodge a violent protest against Mr. A. J. Neame’s
attack on T. E. Lawrence. T. E. did not fight as hard for freedom as
did D . H., but he was less eccentric and had more influence, so when
he runs the risk of telling what I may call the spatial as well as the
temporal truth about his sex-life his account should not be distorted,
not even to protect his memory from the gutter where the same
thing is done in a somewhat different way. Also,- Mr. Neame should
know that the kind of emotion accompanying angry contempt at
those who deny that war sometimes makes eunuchs is very different
from the crocodile tears of the sadistic prefect.
Yours, etc.,
M iles D . S. K irk .

121 Hornsey Lane,
Highgate, London, N.6.

GOA
To the Editor of The European.
Sir,
May I draw attention to certain aspects of the Goa matter which
are being either glossed over or completely ignored in the press?
It is begging the question to call it a “ dispute ”. It is not a dispute,
but a pretension of unparalleled impudence and effrontery on the
part of those who at present rule India to what is not and never was
any part of their domains. There was no such thing as India at all
when Goa was first established, indeed not until centuries afterwards.
Delhi, the present capital of India, was the capital of the Moghul
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Emperors, Akbar, Jehangir and Aurungzebe, who were Moslems and
whose spiritual heirs are today the Pakistanis. It is an illuminating
sidelight upon the respective characters and mentality of the two
that these pretensions come not from Pakistan but from the India
of Nehru, the denouncer of Hitler’s aggression against Czecho
slovakia, the man who after giving the most solemn undertakings
that the various self-governing states of India should be allowed to
say whether or not they would join his Indian Union proceeded to
bomb Hyderabad into submission when it expressed a wish to remain
outside.
The motive in the case of both Hyderabad and Goa is doubtless
the same. The Indian Union will not tolerate, if it can possibly help
it, the existence side by side with itself of states and communities
the excellence of whose general condition presents the most damning
contrast to those prevalent in what has been “ liberated ” . Goa with
its Catholic culture and its.wonderful old churches is the creation and
work of the Portuguese and its inhabitants are very largely the descen
dants of intermarriage of the Portuguese colonists with the indigenous
inhabitants and are of course largely Catholic. And what sort of a
deal they are likely to get from Nehru may be seen in the treatment
now being handed out to native Catholics, an account of which was
published in the Catholic Herald.
Yours, etc.,
K aikhosru Shatura Sorabji.

Rowbarrow,
Corfe Castle, Dorset.
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